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NONTECHNICAL SUMMARY

A series of 10 experiments are reported which used highly practiced sub-

jects to investigate the use of letters , di gits , familiar geometric shapes,

and color dots as coding dimensions in visua l displays. These experiments were

concerned with unidimensional and bidimensional displays and wi th relatively

simple , single tasks (choice reaction , search and locate , and multiple target

identification). The results of these experiments were analyzed in terms of

absolute levels of performance for each coding dimension and in terms of the ef-

fectiveness of color relati ve to the achromatic codes. The most relevant rela-

tive scores were computed by determining the difference between performance

with color as a target code and with an achromatic stimulus as a target code

and dividing this difference by the results obtained wi th the achromatic

target.

Table 1 shows the minimum and the maximum gain (or loss) that was found

with color as a target code relative to each achromatic target code. These

percent difference scores are shown separately for each type of task. The

scores for the choice reaction and the search and locate tasks are based upon

correct response time measures. The scores for the i dentification task are

based upon both the average correct response times and the average levels of

accuracy.

When the subject’s task is to identify a single target as rapidly as pos-

sible , color produced relative losses in choice reaction time as large as -16

percent and relative gains as great as +36 percent. These percent difference

scores varied as a function of the conçarison achromatic code and as a function

of whether the target stimulus appeared in isolation or in a field which also

contained other nontarget background stimuli. The largest losses occurred when

the target was presented by itself; the largest gains when the target was

1
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presented in a visually noisy (heterogeneous) stimulus display .

The use of color in search and locate tasks generally leads to a relative

I decrease in search/locate time . The gain in performance relative to when ach-

1 romatic targets are used may be ~s great as 27 percent but there may also be a

loss in performance as great as -8 percent. The greater gains are more likely

to occur for the more dense displays (i.e., for displays containing many stimu-

11 ) and in bidimens iond l displays. The relative advantage of color is least

for low density unidimensional displays.

When the subject is required to identify multiple targets from a briefly
I exposed display, color is less effective as a target code relative to achromatic

I stimul i if the primary objective is to maximize the accuracy of the responses.

However , if the average correct response times are of primary in~ortance, color

I coding leads to superior performance relative to letters, digits , or shapes.

The effects in either case are never very large . The greatest relative loss

I assoc i ated wi th color for accuracy was only -17 percent; the greatest relati ve

j gain in the mean correct response times was about +27 percent. The larger rel-

ative scores were obtained with bi dimensional displays ; smaller scores were ob-

tam ed with unidimensional displays.

In conclusion , it appears that color is most likely to benefit perfor-

mance in any task if the subject must deal with more complex , multiple stimul us

formats and when he must distinguish one class of stimuli (e.g. , one stimulus

dimension ) from another. Presumably, color aids the subject in the requi rement

for organizing or reorganizing inputs from the display . The results of this

research program also point out the importance of practice wi th any coding var-

1.. iabl e and with any task . Even when the different coding dimensions led to rel-

I atively large di fferences in performance, there was a tendency for practice to

attenuate the differences. Finally, even when there were relat i ve differences

1 3
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in performance attri butable to color , it is not certain that color was the only

coding variabl e or the best coding variable that could produce those results.

In these present experiments familiar geometric shapes produced performance

measures quite simular to that found for color. It is certainly possible to

conceptualize other types of achromatic or monochromatic coding dimensions not

tested here which may be more effecti ve or less effective than color.

4
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INTRODUCTION

The concern with how to design visual displays to maximize the amount of

information that can be presented effectively has a long history in engineering

psychology . This concern has increased in magnitude with the development of

automated facilities which impose an increasingly greater demand on the human

operator for data acquisition and utilization .

A major consideration in display design has always been the selection of

optimal symbolic coding variables. While a number of different coding varia-

bles , including color , have been examined extensively in the past , the relative

efficien y of color as a coding variable has not been an issue until recently.

Now , however, advances in hardware technol ogy have made color a hi ghly feasible

coding dimension . As a resul t of these hardware devel opments, there is a need

to know how much , if any , gain in human performance should be expected if color

were utilized as a major coding variable. Quantitative information concerning

the relative efficiency of col or is needed so that decision s about when and how

to use color can be considered meaningfully against such other system consider-

ations as cost , training, and the like .

Un fortunately, most research on the use of color as a stimulus variable

has been directed toward investigating human sensory limitations as dependent

upon the energy characteristics of the stimulus (e.g., sensory threshold) or

toward investigating theoretical concepts concerning information processing.

As a result , the bulk of the color research literature does not present data in

a form tha t allows the quantitative effects of color to be isolated.

A recent review of the literature quantitatively analyzed the results of

those few studies which could be used to determine the relative effectiveness

of color codes (Christ , 1975). That review suggested that color can be a very

13
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1
effective target code under some display and task condition s , but also tha t it

may yield no advantage and might even be detrimental under other conditions

relative to vari ous types of achromatic codes.

Whi le  the information derived from the literature review permitted the

generation of a tentative guide for the use of color in displays , an equally

va luable outcome was the identification of those gaps in knowledge which have

prevented a defini tive evaluation of color coding. The major limitation of the

publi shed studies is the complete absence of data necessary for making some

color versus achromatic code comparisons. Furthermore, those few comparative

values which are available in the literature have generally been obtained under

highly restri cted conditions. Of particular i mportance , these restrictions in-

clude the fact that published experimental results are, with few exceptions ,

based on the performance of essentially unpracticed subjects , i.e., subjects

who participated in one , usually short , experimental session. In addition , the

published data were obtained unde r conditions in which the subjects could de-

vote thei r full attention to a single display for the purpose of accomplishing

a single , relatively simple task. These two restrictions , more than anything

else , severely limited the design guides that were established. (Christ , 1975).

The present report describes a series of experiments designed to provide a

revised (where needed) and expanded table of gains and losses associated with

the use of color in visua l displays relative to ach romatic coding variables.

Table 2 summarizes the purposes and major independent variables of each of 10

experiments. The overall concern of most of these experiments was to provide a

single group of subjects long term practice with each of four coding variables

(Letters, Digits , Familiar Geometric Shapes , and Colors) in each of three types

of relatively simple tasks , Choice Reaction Time (CR1), Search and Locate , and

14
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j TABLE 2

A Chronological Summary of Experiments

Completed From December 1 , 1974, to May 8, 1975

Experiment Brief Description

1 An experiment designed to develop practice for subjects with
each of four unidimensional target codes in a choice reaction
task and to familiarize these subjects with the apparatus.

2 An experiment using naïve subjects designed to investigate the
effects of variations in stimulus-response mapping, size of
col or stimul i , and average luminance of each of four unidime n-
sional codes in a choice reaction task.

- - 

3 A replication of Experiment 1 designed primarily to establish
a baseline level of choice reaction time performance for the
long-term subjects.

4-5 Two experiments using the long-term subjects designed to in-
vestigate the effects of peri pheral viewi ng , stimulus position
uncertainty , and visual noise on choice reaction time , with
single stimulus and with multiple stimulus bidimensional
displays.

6-7 Two experiments designed to give long-term subjects practice
with each of four unidimensional displays and each of six
possible bidimensional displays in a search/locate task. These
experiments utilized displays containing stimul i from onl ,~ onestimulus dimension or from each of two stimu l us dimensions.

8 A second replication of Experiment 1 designed to reevaluate
baseline performance in the choice reaction task.

9 An experiment designed to gi ve l ong-term subjects practice with
each of four unidimensional stimul i and each of six possible
bidimensiona l display s In a multiple target identification task.
In the latter case the ful l report of targets in both stimulus
dimensions was investigated.

10 A third , partial replication of Experiment 1 designed to re-
eva l uate baseline performance in the choice reaction task.

I
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Identify . A subsequent report will describe studies designed to determine the

relative effects of color coding in more complex multiple task conditions.

General Methodology

The apparatus used for these studies consisted of a multi ple display -

multiple task system designed specifically for this research program. Since

this system has been described in detail in an earlier report (Christ, Stevens ,

and Ste”ens , 1974), only a brief description will be given here.

The overall configuration of the display s and control s is illustrated in

Figure 1 whi ch shows a photographic view of the apparatus from over the left

shoulder of a subject. Figure 2 shows a more detailed photograph of the dis-

play and control consoles.

Displ~~~

The display s used for the present series of experiments used lEE Series

00100 single plane rear-projection readouts. Each TEE unit consists of 12

projection lamp s and 12 film messages. When one of the l amps is lighted it

illuminates the corresponding film message , focuses it through a lens system ,

and projects it onto a non-glare viewing screen .

Figure 3 illustrates the types of fi lms used with these display units.

Films C through H were designed so that any one of four target codes (Letters,

Digits , Familiar Geometric Shapes , and Color Dots) or any one of the six two-

way combinations of these four codes could be used in a given experimental

session . The colored dots were produced by placing Roscol ene color fi l ters in

front of the solid circles shown on Films F, G, and H. The type style of the

single lette r and single digits used in Films C through H was Alternate Gothic

16
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Figure 2. A photographic  v iew  of th~ display and control consoles.
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*3• The projected heig ht of the sin gle letters and digits was 0.~?4 inch

(2.39 cm ) and the projected diameter of the dots was 0.50 inch (1.27 cm). Film

was used only in the Identify Task and then only the message , “FULL ” , was

use d . The type style  of the words shown in Film I was also Alternate Gothic ~3 ,

but the projected height of these letters was only 0.185 inch (0.47 cm) . Only

one r~essage per readout was illuminated at any given time and all messages were

projected to the center of the viewing screen for that readout.

The six color filters used to produce the color coding dimension gave col-

ors designated as purple , blue , green , yellow , oran ge , an d red. The manufac-

turer ’ s num bers for these fi l ters were 843, 850, 871 , 806, 817 , and 821 , re-

spectively. The total transmission of these fi l ters , as a percent of an incan-

descent l i ght source i s 18 , 30, 31 , 88, 56, and 16 , respectively. These trans-

r~i S s i ( ~n measurements wer” provided by the manufacturer and based on measurements

taken with d General Electric photometer. The average brightness of the alpha-

n u!11 ’ Ic messages in an lEE readout , usin-] standard l amp No. 1820, was 16.0, 8.0,

and 4.5 foot-lamberts (54.9, 27 1 4 , and 15.4 cd/ rn2 ) at rated voltage s of 24, 18 ,

an d 14 vol t s , respectively. These latter values were derived using conversion

tables provided by Industrial Electrcnic Engineers , Inc . Combining the trans-

miss ion characteristics of the color fi l ters and the rated brightness of the

norma l white messages , i t may be seen that at any g iven vol ta ge sett ing the

aver aqe brightness computed over the six colors was not equal to the brightness

of the achromatic stimul i. Spec i fically, the average brightness of the color

messages was 6 .39, 3.19 , and 1.78 foot-lamberts (21.9 , 10.9 , and 6.1 cd/rn2) at

ra ted voltages of 24 , 18, and 14 volts . Of course, the exact spectral density

func tion of the di fferent fi l ters , as well as the corresponding hues reported

* candela per square m eter
20
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by an observer v iewin g the colored dots, varied as •a function of rated voltage .

No at tempt was made to measure these density function s since the hues reported did

not differ appreciable as a function of bri ghtness. There also was no attempt

made to equate the bri ghtnesses of the six different colors ; neutra l density fi l-

ters were not av a ildb le when the research was initiated and there were no facili-

ties for di rectl y and accurately measuring the actual brightness obtained.

The display console used for all 10 experiments reported here was designed

to hold one large multiple stimulus display and three smaller single stimulus

displays . The large multiple stimulus display is shown in Fi gure 2 in the center

of the display console. This display consisted of 16 lEE single plane readouts

arran ged in a four x four matrix. This matri x display was mounted behind a corn-

mon viewing screen. While all six of the smaller periphera l displays shown in

Fi gure 2 were visible to the subjects in this series of experiments , onl y those

three at the bottom of the display console were used and then , no more than one

at a time . Only the single LEE unit labeled ACKNOWLEDGE was used in Experiments

1 , 2, 3, 8, and 10. Only the large matrix di splay was used in Experiments 4 and

5. The single TEE unit labeled LOCATE and the matri x display were used in Exper-

iments 6 and 7. The single lEE unit labeled IDENTIFY and the matrix display were

used in Experiment 9.

The same film was used in all of the TEE readouts relevant for any given

experiment. The design of the films made it possible for all projected mes-

sages to be coded i denti cally (unidimensional display) or for the messages to

be coded by two coding variab les (bidimensional display). Figure 4 presents

examples of these two types of display conditions as they applied to the matrix

display . It may be seen that the displays labeled B and D in Figure 4 are uni-

dimensional shape and unidimensional letter displays , respectively. The dis-

plays labeled A and C in Figure 4 are bidimensional digit-shape and
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5 0
A A

6 +
2 0

A. DENSITY 4 B. DENSITY 4
BIDIMENSIONAL UNIDIMENSIONAL

H P H N
H o  C S S

C o  H N P
C N K  H

C. DENSITY 8 D. Dt~J ISITY 2
BIDIMENSIONAL UNIDIMENSIONAL

Figure 4. Examples of the types of matr ix displays used in Experiments 4,
5, 6, 7, and 9. The small circles in C represent the location
of color dots in the display.
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bidimensional let ter -col or displays , respective ly. The messages in each display

were li ghted and shown against a dark gray background. Color f i l ters we re used

in conjunction wi th th~ dots shown in the display labeled C. in the figure .

: Mo re complete descr ipt ions of the different types of displays wi l l  be given

while describing the experiments in which they were used.

Controls

The control console show n in Figures 1 and 2 consisted of four clusters of

buttons. Each cluster of buttons was desi oned to receive a subj ect’ s responses

for a different task. The six TEE units and associated button s in the uppe r

ri ght corner of the control console shown in Figure 2 were used to identify

stimul i in the CRT and Identify tasks. In the former case , ei ther  a l l  s ix

res ponse un i t s  or onl y the to p or bottom three uni ts were used . When only

three uni ts were use d the three buttons an d L EE un it s not use d were covered by

an a l u m i num panel . The stan dard arrangemen t use d in  a l l  b ut Ex per i ment 2 was

cons is tent fo r each of the four types of s t imu lus  ~.odes. Specifically for let-

ters , the arrangement from left to right , top to bottom row was C , H , K , N , P.

S; for di gits , 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 ; for sha pes , ci rc le , square , t r i ang le , diamon d ,

cross , star; and for color dots, purple , blue , green , yellow , orange , red.

These particular samples of va l ues within each dimension and the sequencing of

values over the six response un its were purposely chosen in an attempt to ap-

proximate equal stimulus-response compatibility across codes.

The same arrangement of six response units within a coding dimension were

used in the unidimensional Ident ify task as were used in the CRT task. In the

bidiniensiona l Identify task the fi rst three values of one target code were corn-

bined wi th the second three va l ues of another target code. For example , in the
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letter-digit bidi m ensi onal Identif y condition the arrangement of response units

was e i t h e r  2, 3. 4. N , P , S or C . H, K, 5 , 6 , 7.

The Search and Locate response units consist of four momentary con tact

buttons arranged ~n a two x two matrix which was placed in the lower left cor-

ner of the control console shown in Figure 2. The subject used this response

unit to specify the location (quadrant) of a target in the matrix display .

The only other response button used in this series of experiments was the

lowest button of the set of four buttons shown centered in the control conso le

in  F i g u r e  2. This button was used to terminate the tr ial in the Identify task.

The numeric keyboard shown in Figure 2 and the three buttons in the row i rrined-

lately below the keyboard were removed from the contro l console and that entire

area was covered by an aluminum panel. The six buttons in the upper left of

the control console were exposed to the subject but they were never used.

The ent ire system shown in Figures 1 and 2 was interfaced with a PDP8/e

minicomputer. The softwa re developed for this computer controlled aU program-

ma ble sequences of display events. The experimental program and up to 100

stimulus sequences of 20 to 48 tri a ls each were written onto one auxiliary may- 
-

netic tape (Dectape) and the results were stored on a second tape .

Lon~~terrn Su bjects

Exce pt for Ex peri men t 2 , the same set of einht male subjects was used in

a l l  ex per i men ts. These subjects were paid a fi xed sum per experimental session

for their participation and were also gi ven a monetary incent ive based upon

their performance . All subjects were between the ages of 19 and 24, and they

were all right-handed. In addition , subjects all had a visua l acuity of at
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• 
1e •t~ t 20/15 in each eye as measured with the Snellen chart and normal color

v is ion in each eye as determined by the American Optical H— R-R Pseudoisochro —

~ t ic  Plates.

These eight subjects were assigned to one of two groups primarily on the

basis of scheduling convenience. In general , subjects in Group A ran in ses-

sions scheduled for Monday through Thursday. Subjects ir Group B ran in ses-

sion s scheduled for Wednesday through Saturday . This scheduling was used to

ena ble optimal use of facilities and experimenters , and to allow at least a

minimum degree of counterbalancing of condition s over successive sessions.

t
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CHOICE REACTION TASKS

General_ Method

As shown in Table 2 , s i x  different CRT experiments were run using the long-

term subjects and one CR1 experiment was run using groups of relatively naive

su bjects. In a l l  seven of those CR1 ex per i men ts the subjects were presented a

stimulus display and were required to identify a single target alternative from

a specified target dimension as rapidly as possible. The display was illumi-

na ted for 4 seconds or until the subject made a response whichever was shorter.
*

There was a 100 msec interva l between the offset of one display and the onset

of the next. The trials were paced by the subject ’s rate of responding . There

we re alwa ys 48 tr i a l s  per sequence an d , depending upon the specific experiment ,

from eight to twenty sequences per experimental session . The number of possible

targets (three or six) was constant over a sequence of 48 trials , but varied

over successive sequences. When there were three such target alternative s,

they were ~~ ber the stimuli corresponding to the top or to the bottom three

response buttons. The target dimension was constant over successive sequences ,

but , in some experi i a nt s , var i ed over succe ss i ve b locks of sequences w i t h i n  an

experimental session. The subject was always told in advance what the target

dimension would be and how many and which particular alternatives were to

serve as possible targets during a sequence of trials.

There were three different variations of the CR1 task. The CR1 task used

i n Ex per iments 1 , 2, 3, 8, and 10 will be called a simple CRT task. In the

si mple CR1 task , a single stimulus was presented as the target on each trial.

Tha t stimulus was presented in the small display panel labeled ACKNOWLEDGE in

Figure 2. That display panel was l ocated in the l ower right part of the display 
9

* mill iseconds
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console just above the identif ication buttons . In the s im p le  CR1 task there

was no uncertainty about where the stimulus would appe ar  and it was assumed

that the subject woul d be look in j  directly at the stimulus when it did appear.

The CR1 task used in Experiment 4 and during the initial pa rt of each

: half-session of Experin~ nt 5 also used the presentation of a single target al-

ternative as the stimulus for each trial. Unlike the simple CR1 task , the

exact location of that target varied over tri als. Specifically, one of three-

or one of six-alternative targets was presented on each trial in a randomly

selected position in the 16-cel l matrix display . Th is second type of CR1 task

therefore included the factor of stimulus position uncertainty . Thi~ task w i l l

be ca l led  a s in g le st imu lus  matrix CR1 täSN . The ra ti onale fo r th i s task was

based upon the noti on that subjects would generally not be looking directly at

the l ocation of a target in the matrix when the target was presented. Hence,

this task would determine the rel ative efficiency of identifying stimuli from

the different target dimension s when the stimuli were presented initially in

the periphery of the visual field.

The third type of CR1 task was used only during the latter part of each

half- session of Experiment 5. This CR1 task maintained the factors of a single

target stimulus and of target posit ion uncertainty but added a visua l noise

factor . Specifically, on each t r i a l , in  addition to a single target stimulus ,

the matri x display contained either three or eleven stimuli drawn from one of

the nontarget dimensions . In the former case , any three of the six nontarget

stimuli could occur as noise stimul i. In the latter case, one of the nontarget

stimuli would occur once , two would occur twice , and two would occur three

L 
times as noise stimuli. The sample matrix shown in Figure 4A represents a dis-

pla y which occurred when the total display density was four stimuli. In this
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exai iip le, the t~ir - get d i Iw r l ~ ion wds shapes and the back g roun d d i m e n s i o n  was di gits.

Fiqu r 4A Hnw~ that only one targe t stimulus ( v i z . ,  a tr iangle) occurred in

t~~~i~~ r Iat ri n i  that three nont~i~~et . stimuli ( v i z . ,  the digits 2 , 5 , and 6) also

occurred in th i s part icular display. The locat ions of the target stimulus and

the ~hiee or eleven background stimul i were randomly chosen for each display

~ith the r t r i f i O f l  that over the forty-eight trials in a sequence the target

occurred in each position three times. Fur thermore , the total disp lay confi gu-

ration was ~ijct that one stimulus (for the case where density was four) or one

blank cell (fu r the case where density was twelve ) occurred once in every row

and once in every column . We call this third type of CR1 task the multiple

~t iiIuluS la tr i , CR1 task. The subject in this task had first to search for a

stimulus from the t i r p t  dimension and then identify this stimulus. The task

was specifically i~~igned to examine possible interaction effects between stim-

u l us d i t i v . i m s i bi di nen s iona l disp lays.

More detailed discussion of the methods and the results of each of these

CR1 experiments will be presented below . For ease of organization , Experimen t

2 will be presented first even though it was the second experiment run. It

was the only experiment which did not use the eight long-ter m , well- practiced

subjects.

Experiment 2

This experiment was designed to prov ide information which might be used to

establish some basic task parameters for use in subsequent studies . The exper-

iment was used as a basis for comparison with the results obta ined with the

long- term , hi ghly practiced subjects. In pa rticular . we wished to determine

whether or not such task variables as target luminance and the configuration of
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imsponse buttons were important potential sources of variation in the CR1 tasks.

Met hod

Sub~jects. A total of forty male and forty female students served as sub-

jects for this experiment These students were all enrolled in introductory

p jc bology classes at New Mexico State University and volunteered to participate

in this experiment for pa rtial fulfillment of the requirements for that course.

The subj ects ranged in aqe from 18 to 38. They all claimed to be right-handed

and they all did , in fact , use the i r r i ght hand to write their names on a sign-

up sheet for the experimente r . Each subject was tested for visual acuity and

color vision. The criterion for participating in the experiment was a visual

acu ity of at least 20/15 in each eye as tested with the Snellen Chart and a

passing score on the American Optical H-R-R Pseudoisochromatic test.

Proce dure. Five mal e and five female subjects were tested under each corn-

bination of four target dimensions (letters , d i gi t s , shapes , color) and two ar-

rangements of buttons (normal and scrambled). The normal arrangement of buttons

was described in an earlier section of this report. The scrambled arrangement

was constructed by rearranging the stimulus-response orders. Hence , the ar-

rangemen t of buttons , from left to right , top row to bottom row was as fol lows:

N , H , P, C, S. an d K for let ters ; 5, 3, 6, 2, 7, 4 for digi ts; diamond , square ,

cross , circle , star , triangle for shapes ; and yellow , blue , orange , prup le , red,

green for colors. The output voltage of the power supply used to light the LEE

lam ps was varied between conditions of target dimension to approximately equate

S the average brightness of stimuli. Specifically, the average brightness of the

color dots was ma i ntaine d at 6.39 foot-lamberts (21.9 cd/rn2) and the average

L brightness of the letters , digits , and shapes was set at 4.5 foot—lanterts

(15.4 cd/rn2).
29
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The subjects were given one practice and sixteen experimental sequences of

f ? ~ -ei~~it tr ial s each. The re were thirty seconds between successive experi-

t o ta l sequences and a three-minute rest between the fi rst and last blocks of

ei~ ht experimental sequences. Each block of eight sequences consisted of four

six-alternative sequences and four three-alternative sequences. The l atter on-

sisted ~f two sequences in which only the stimuli corresponding to the top

three buttons were used and two sequences in which only the st imuli correspond-

ing to the bo~ tor three buttons were used . The order of six- and three-altern a-

t i v t sequences was randomized withi n and between subjects.

Results

Omi sion error. An error of omission was recorded if the subject did not

respond during the four-second maximum response interval . Over all ei ghty sub-

jects, onl y 0.~ percent of the trials were scored as omissions. These 150

errors (out of a total of 61 ,440 trials) were made by only thirty-three sub-

jects. Male subjects committed 67 percent of the omission s and 59 percent of

the omissions occurred in the normal button arrangement condition . Since so

very few omissions occurred , these data were not further analyzed.

Com ission errors. Errors in choice were tallied for each subject as a

function of sex , tar get d imension , number of target alternatives , button ar-

rangement, an d practice . These data were transformed by adding .5 to each

score and then taking the square root of that sum. These transformed error

scores were then used in an analysis of variance . The results of this analysis

showed that the only significant source of variation was due to the main effect

of practice , F ( l , 74) = 17.96, p < .01. A reversed transforma t ion of the mean

levels of error showed that subjects made 4.25 errors per 192 trials during the
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hr . t  half of the experiment and 2.98 errors per 192 trials during the second

half of the experiment. These values correspond to error rates of 2.2 and 1.6

per ent.

Cho ice reaction time . The mean CR1 over all correct responses was deter-

m i ned for each subject. An analysis of variance of these data showed that al-

ternatives , F( l , 64) = 1327.8, practice , F( l , 64) = 218.47, an d the Alternative s

Practice interaction , F ( l , 64) = 17.44 were all significant at the .01 level .

The only other signifi cant effect was due to the three-way interaction among

target dimensions , sex , and practice , F( l  , 64) = 3.10, p < .05. It was deter-

mi ne d th a t su bjects res pon ded faster  when there were three al tern a ti ves than

six alternatives (666 msec vs. 833 msec) and that performance improved as a

function of practice (775 insec vs. 724 msec). The interaction of practice with

alternatives was due to a larger practice effect for the three-alternative con-

dit ion (60 msec) than for the six-alternative condition (42 msec).

Figure 5 illustrates the form of the inte raction between target code , sex ,

an d practice . Neuman-Kuels tests for pairwise differences showed that during

the first stage of practice males were faster than females when the targets were

letters or di gits , and that females were faster than males when the targets were

shapes or colors . However, dur ing the second stage of practice sex differences

were not sign ificant except for when the targets were colors , an d then , females

were still faster than males . Looked at from a different perspective , male sub-

jects were consistently faster with digits than with letters and were consist-

ently faster with letters than with colors or shapes. Response times for the

latter two codes were not different . On the other hand , while females showed a

consistently faster CR1 to colors than to letters , they showed no difference in

CR1 between shapes and digits until the second stage of practice. For females

there was neve r any significant difference between letters and shapes or between

1
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digits and colors.

E~per ime nt s 1. 3, 8, and 10

A ser i es of four si mple CR1 ex periments was con ducted wit h the lon g-term

subjects. These experiments had several purposes. Experiments 1 and 3 were

des ig ne d to p rov id e some i n i t i a l  info rm a t ior~ about the effects of different uni-

dimensional target codes on choice reaction performance , to fami l iarize the sub-

jects with the apparatus , and to eva l uate the relia bility of the hardwa re and

software systems under actual experimental conditions. In addition , those two

experiments and Experiments 8 and 10 were used to evaluate the effects of ex-

tended practice on choice reaction performance. The data from those studies

also were used as a continu ng baseline for interpreting the subjects ’ overall

orientation to the experimental program. The latter was deemed necessary by

the relatively long time interva l over which these studies took place.

Method

The major independent variables in each of Experiments 1 , 3, 8, and 10

were target code (all four target codes were used in Experiments 1 , 3, and 8,

but only letters and shapes in Experiment 10), number of target alternatives ,

and practice.. The major differences between experiments were the number of

experimental sessions, the number of 48-trial sequences per session , an d the

num ber of different target codes run per session . The average brightness of

color targets (6.39 foot-lamberts or 21.9 cd/rn2) was less than the average

brightness of achromatic targets 16.0 foot-lamberts or 54.9 cd/rn2) in Experi-

ment 1 but those values were approximately matched in Experiments 3 and 8 (6.39

foot-lamberts or 21.9 cd/rn2) for colors and 4.5 foot-lamberts or 15.4 cd/rn2 for

achromatic codes.)
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E~p!~iiment 1. In Experiment 1 each subject was run throug h 12 daily ses-

sions. Ea ch of the four target code conditions occurred once in each block of

four successive sessions. The order of codes within and across blocks of ses-

S1O Fi5 was counterbalanced over subjects. Each session consisted of one 48-trial

practice sequence and eight 48-trial experimenta l sequences. The latter was

divided into four sequences with six-alternative targets and four sequences with

three-a ltur~ot ive targets. The eight subjects competed among themselves for

awards of $10.00 and $5.00 which were given to the two subjects with the short-

est overall mean response time .

L~2er!~ent3. Each subject was run through four sessions in Experiment 3.

Eac h session consisted of one practice sequence and eight experimental sequences

wi th one target code followed by one practice and eight experimenta l sequences

with a second target code . All four target codes were used once each in Ses-

sions 1 and 2 and then used again , in reverse order of occurrence in Sessions

3 and 4. The order of target codes within and between sessions was counter-

balanced over subjects. A fi ve-minute rest was g i ven between the two ha l ves of

each session. As always , one-half of the experimenta l sequences had six-alter-

native targets and the other half had three-alternative targets .

rpe rimen t M . Experiment 8 was conducted during one experimental session .

Each subject received one practi . e and four experimental sequences per target

code condition. A two-minute rest was given between the first and second , and

between the third and fourth code conditions. A ten-minute break was given be-

tween the second and third code conditions. h alf of the sequences within each

(ortn condition were six-altern at ive trials and half were three—a lternative

trials. The order of codes was counterbalanced over subjects.
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E~peri ient j O. This last simple CR1 experiment was a partial replication

of the first three simpl e CR1 studies. The four subjects in Group A received

one practice and four experimental sequences with only the shape target code .

- 
The four subjects in Group B received the sa.ie treatments but with onl y the

letter target code . The fi ve simple CR1 sequences were run ini-nediately after

the subjects had completed an experimental session concerned with another type

of performance task.

S . Resul ts

Omission errors . During the twel ve sessions of Experiment 1 all eight

subjects made a total of only twenty- five omissions. Hence , fewe r than 0.1 per-

J cent of all trials were omitted. Since the number of omitted trials was so

small  i n Ex per iment 1 , and was even smaller in subsequent CRT experiments , these
) da ta were not ana lyzed further.

Coniniss ion errors. The number of error responses mady be each subject was

determined in each experiment as a funct i on of target code and the number of al-

ternatives. These data were analyzed for each session of Experiment 1 but for

- only the last two sessions of Experiment 3. After the data were transformed

us ing a square root transformation they were used in analyses of variance. In

I terms of the percentage of trials on which an error response occurred , perfor-

mance generall y increased from Experiment 1 (2.1%) to Experiment 3 (4.6%), and

then rema ined fairly constant over Experiment 8 (4.8%) and Experiment 10 (4.1%).

I 
The effect of practice was sign ificant in Experiment 1 , F(2 , 14) = 9.32,

p < .01 . The mean error rates for each of three successive stages of practice

I were 1.4 percent , 2.7 percent , an d 2.4 percent , respect ively.  The onl y other

significant effect in Experiment 1 was the Code by Target Alternative interaction
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F(3, 21) = 3.9, p < .05. This effect was due to the fact that there we re no

dilferences between codes when there were si~ possible targets but that more

errors were made wi th color targets (5 .6  ~) than with digit targets (2.9 ) when

there we re three a l te rna t i ve  targets.

Only the effec t of code was signific ant in Experiment 3, F(3, 21) = 3.28.

p < .05. The percentage of trials on which an error occurred with color targets

(5.6 ) was greater than the percentage of errors with letters and digits (4.0,~

in each case), but not different from the errors made with shapes (4.8 ). In

Experiment 8. the only significant effect was due to the number of target al-

ternatives F(1 , 7) = 8.62 p < .05. The error rate was 5.4 percent for three

alte rn atives and 4.0 percent for six alternatives. There were no significant

effects found for commission errors in Experiment 10.

Choice react i on_ ti me. The main react i on time for correct res ponses was

dete nnined for each subject as a function of target code , target alternatives ,

and pract ice. Prac ti ce effects were base d on 192 trial blocks an*i were de-

te rm i ned only for Experiments 1 and 3. The data of each experiment were used

in sepa ra te anal yses of var i ance ; re peated measures an al yses were use d for E x-

periments 1 , 3, and 8, and mi xed mode l analysis was used for Experiment 10.

The main effect of practice was significant at the .01 level in both Exper-

iments 1 and 3, F(2 , 14) 83.23 and 16.40, respectively, but no other ef fects

involving practice were significant in either experiment. The effect of target

code was significa nt in Experiment 1 at the .01 level and in Experiments 3 and

8 at the .05 level , F(3, 21) = 8.35, 4.54. and 4.74, respectively. Target code

was not si gnificant in Experiment 10. The number of target alternat ives was

si gnificant at the .01 leve l in all four experiments , F(l . 7) = 1826.3, 188.56 ,

and 146.33 , for Experiments 1. 3, and 8 respectively, an d F ( l , 6) = 85.81 for
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Experiment 10. The only other si gnificant sources of variation were due to the

Code x Number of Alte rnatives interaction in Experiments 1 and 8, F(3. 21) =

15.11 and 7.10. ~ < .01 in both cases.

The r vera il effects of practice and target codes are illustrated in Figure

6. This figure shows the effects of practice for the male  su bjects us in g the

normal button arrangement in Experiment 2, as wel l as the effects of practice

within and between Experiments 1, 3., nd 8. Recall that in Experiment 2 a dif—

ferent group of five relatively naïve subjects were run under each level of

target code. It may be seen that , i n general , the reac ti on t imes were quite

long for those subjects. Nei~man-Keuls tests showed that the performance of all

four groups of subjects improved with practice and that there were large and

cons ist2 nt di fferences among the target codes. The single group of long-term

subjects used in Experiments 1 , 3 , and 8 also showe d large effects due to prac-

t ice both within and between experi ments. While there were no differential

ef fects of practice on target codes within Experiments 1 , 3, and 8, it is clea r

that the absolute diffe rences among target code conditions decreased over suc-

cessiv e experiments. Neuman-Keuls tests showed that within each of Experiments

1 , 3, and 8, CR1 for di git targets was shorter than for shapes , colors , or

letters and that there were no overall differences among the latter three ar-

get conditions .

The form of the significant effects due to target code and target alterna-

tives is shown in Figure 7 for each of the four simple CR1 experiments which

used the long-term subjects. It may be seefl that within any gi ven study the

subjects always took longer to respond in the six-alternative condition than in

the three-alternat ive condition. It may also be seen that wh ile subjects al-

ways responded faster to digits , the order of CRT to letters , shapes and colors
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varied as a function of the number of target alternatives. Pa i rwise comparison

between target code conditions showed that for Experiment 1 the CR1 for letters

and shapes were not different from one another but both were shorter than for

colo rs when there were three-alternative targets but that CR1 for shapes was

less than CR1 for colors , and that both were less than CR1 for letters when

there were six-alternative targets. In Experiment 8, there were no di fferences

in CR1 among letters, shapes and colors when there were only three-target alter-

natives but CRT for both shapes and colors were shorter than the CR1 for letters

when there were six-alternative targets. Though the interaction between target

code and target alternatives was not significant for Experiment 3, the same

trends may be seen in those data as were found for Experiments 1 and 8. Hence,

wh i le CRT to dig i t targets was always shorter than CRT to non-digit targets , the

CR1 to colors and shapes were not different from or sli ghtly longer than the

CR1 to letters when there were three-target alternatives but were shorter than

the CR1 to letters when there were six-alte rnative targets.

Information transmission scores. Using the data from the last four sessions

of Experiment 1 and the last two sessions of Experiment 3, an attempt was made

to derive an overall index of information processing efficiency. Speci fically,

the amount of information transmitted by each subject was determined within

each of those two experiments as a function of target code and target alterna-

tives. Each subject ’s performance was thus determined over blocks of 192

trials. Separate analyses of variance of the information transmission scores

showed that the number of alternatives was sign i ficant at the .01 level in both

Experiment s 1 and 3, F(l , 7) = 1848.8 and 2698.3, respectively. The only other

significant source of variation in the data of either experiment was a main

effect for target code in Experiment 3, F(3, 21) = 3.1345, p. < .05.
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The effect of the number of alternatives is exactly as would he predicted

from an Jnd er~ tand ing of the information metric. The amount of information

transmitted increased as the number of alternatives increased , from 1 .42 to

2.41 i n Ex per iment 1, and from 1.30 to 2.29 in Experiment 3. Note that given

three- and six- equally probable stimulus alternatives the maximum information

that could be transmitted is equal to 1.58 and 2.58 bits , respectively. Hence ,

th e subjects were perform ing almos t as well as poss ib le . The ove rall decrease

in information transmitted from Experiment 1 to Experiment 3 was due to the

larger error ra te in Exper i ment 3. The effect of target code on information

transmitted in [xperirnent 3, even though significant , was not very large and

again mere ly reflects small but significant variations in error rate among code

conditions in tha t ex per iment . Since error rates were so small , performance

levels measures in information terms (i.e., bits) we re clearly influenced by an

absol ute ceiling. No further analysis was attempted using this measure of

performance.

Experiments 4 and 5

Method

The sing le st i mulus matrix CR1 task and the multiple stimul us m atrix CR1

task were run i n Ex periments 4 and 5. The major independent variables for

these two tas ks were target code , number of target al ternatives , and practice.

The total display density and target-nontarget code combination were independent

variables in only the multi ple stimulus matrix CR1 task.

Target codes and the number of target alternat ives were the same as in the

previously describe d simple CR1 studies. Display density was either four or

twel ve stimuli; one target stimul i and either three or eleven nontarget stimuli.
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All three stimulus codes which were not used as a target code within any target

code condition were used as nontarget codes for that target code cond ition .

For example , if letters were desi gnated the target code , on three different oc-

casions the subject would have digits , shapes and colors as nontarget or back-

ground stimuli in the matri x. Consequently, there were twelve unique combina-

tions of target code ccnditi ons and background code conditions. The subjects

were encouraged to respond as rapidly as possible. As an incentive to this end ,

each subject was given an ext ra 50 cents if his overall mean CRT in any session

was within 75 msec of his overall mean performance in Experiment 3.

Exper i ment_4. Each of the two sessions of Experiment 4 consisted of two

target code conditions. There were two practice sequences of the single -timu-

lus matrix CRT task followed by eig ht ex per i mental sequences of the same tas k ,

all with one target code . These ten sequences were followed by two practice

sequences and e ig ht expe ri mental se quences wi th another targe t co de . Hence ,

over the two sessions of Experiment 4, all four target codes were used. The

order of occurrence of target codes was counterbalanced over subjects. All

practice sequences consisted of six-alternative trials but four of each block

of eight experimental sequences used six-alternative trials and the other four

- 
used either the top or the bottom sets of three-alternative trials. Each block

of eight experimental sequences was divided into two blocks of two six-alterna-

tive sequences and two three-alternative sequences each . There were 20 to 30

seconds between successive sequences within a target code condition and fi ve

minutes between code condition s wi thin a session . The lum i nance of targets was

approximately matched over codes , 6.39 foot-lamberts (2l.9cd/m2) for colors and

4.5 foot-lamberts (15.4 cd/rn2) for achromatic stimuli.
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Experiment 5. Exp I~rim ~ r1t 5 consisted of s ix experimental sessions each of

which was further divided into two half -sessions. Wit h i n any qiven session ,

- ~ne sti t r ulu s dimension is def ined as the target code during one h if- session

and a different stimulus dimension is defined as the target code during the

other half-sess ion . A differ cnt pair of stimulus dimensions was used in each

- 

of the six sessions.

I 
Each half-session of Experiment 5 consisted of three single stimulus ma-

tr i x CRT task sequences followed by seven multiple stimulus matrix CR1 task

sequences. Th e first sequence for each task was a practice sequence ; the re-

ma ining two or six sequences were experimental sequences. The number of target

al ternatives (three or six) was counterbalanced over the two single stimulus

sequ nces. The six multiple stimulus sequences were divided into two blocks of

three sequences each. Two sequences within each block of multiple stimulus se-

quences had six-alternative trials and the other had three-alternative trials.

One each of the two six-alternative sequences within each bloc k had a density

of four and the other had a density of twelve. Likewise , one of the two se-

quences wi th three-alternatives had a density of four and the other had a dens-

• -ity of twelve. Consequently the effect of practice wi thin matrix density con-

ditions could be determined over the two blocks of three sequences , but only

I for the six-alternative target conditions.

Within any given session , the target code in one half-session was the non-

target background code in the other half-session . The order of occurrence of

target code-background code combinations , and the matr ix dens i ty-number of al-

I ternative combinations were balanced both within individual subjects over ses-

I sion s and between subjects with in code conditions. All projection lamps were

driven wi th the power supply set at 14 volts. Hence , the average brightness of

1I
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the colored dots ~~ nn ly 1.70 foot-lamberts (6.1 cd/rn2) while the ave rage

b riq ht m y~ of the ~~h r ’ ~~i t ic stimuli was 4.5 foot—lambe rts (15.4 cd/rn2).

Results

Lo ;i1li iun errors. The frequency of errors in the single stimulus matrix

t~~~~~ J- was anal yzed within 96-trial blocks in Experiment 4 and within 48-trial

bloc ks in E xper iment 5, in both cases as a function of target code , number of

alternatives , and practice . Practice was within a half-session for Experiment

4 and over three half-sess ions with the same target code for Experiment 5. The

squa re root transformation of these data was used in an analysis of variance

~h~c h s howe d n o s ig nifi cant effects in ei ther ex periment . The overall error

rate for the single stimulus matrix task was 5.2 percent in Experiment 4 and

4.8 percent in Experiment 5. An investi gation of the distribution of errors

over the 16 positions of the matrix sh~ ied that there was no systematic pattern

~)f errors as a function of the location of the target in the matrix. Instead ,

the errors were essentially evenly distri buted ove r all 16 matrix cells for all

tarn f. codes.

A similar anal ysis of errors was made over the 12 target-nontarget combi-

nations in the multiple stimulus matrix CR1 task. This latter analysis also

showe d no s i gnificant effects of experimental conditions on comission errors.

The overall error rate was 2.5 percent . The distribution of errors over the 16

ma trix cells as a function of stimulus dimension combinations was carefully ex-

amined. but , again , the errors were uniformly distributed .

E ho i ce react i on time . The mean reaction time for all correct responses in

the single stimulus matrix CR1 tasks was determined for each subject as a func-

tion of target code , number of alternatives , and practice. In Experiment 4 the

only si gn ificant effects were due to target code , F(3, 21) = 3.22, ~ < .05, and
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to the number of alternatives, F(l , 7) = 203.06, p ~
- .01 . An anal ysis of var-

iance of the single stimulus condition s in Experiment 5 showed that target code

1(3, 21) = 21.21 , number of alternatives , 1(1 . 7) = 411.19, and the Tar get Code

x Numbe r of Alternatatjves interaction , F(3 , 21) = 6.26, were all significant at

the .01 level . The only other effect significant for those data was the main

- effect for practice , 1(2, 14) = 5.77 p < .05.

Figure 8 shows the form of these sign i ficant effects . Also shown for

comparison in Figure 8 is the effects of target code and number of alternatives

from the Simple CR1 task in Experiment 3. Figure 8 shows that the irtroduct ion

of position uncertainty in Experiment 4 was associated with an increase in ab-

solu te reaction time compared to the results found in Experiment 3, but that

the relative speed of responding to the different codes within the different

f conditions of target alternatives did not vary . Overall , subjec ts sti ll re-

sponded most quickly to digits and there were no differences in their response

I times to letters , digits and shapes.

F igure 8 also shows that with increasing amounts of practice the overall

- reaction times in the single stimul us matrix CR1 task decrease. The net effect

of this practice phenomenon is that by the end of the last stage of practice in

E xper i ment 5 , there was only a small effect which could be attributed to posi-

tion uncertainty in the single stimulus matrix task relative to the simple CR1

task . The form of the code by alternatives interaction in Experiment 5 is also

I shown in Figure 8. Overall , reaction times to color targets were always longer

i 
in this experiment than reaction times to the other codes but the relative times

to respond to these other codes varied with the number of target alternatives.

I Specifically, with three alternatives , reaction time was longer to shapes than

to letters and to digits which did not differ from each other. With six
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alternat i ves , however , reaction time was longer to letters than to thapes or

di gi ts which did not differ from each other.

React ion times in the multiple stimulus matri x task did not vary as a

funct ion of practice for the six-alte rnative conditions. Consequently, per-

I forniance was pooled over practice for the four and twelve density six-

al ternative conditions . An analysis of variance was performed on the resulting

I data as a function of target-background combination s, density , and number of

al ternatives. This analysis showed that the main effects of code combinations ,

1 (11 , 77) = 26.32, densi ty, 1(1 , 7) = 100.81 , and number of al ternatives ,

1(1 , 7) = 278.19, were all significant at the .01 level. The only other si g-

n ificant effect was due to the Code Combination by Density interaction ,

I F(ll , 77) 19.860 , 2 < .01 . The overall mean reaction time in the multiple

st imulus task was shown to be longer when there were six alternatives (852 msec)

than when there were three alternatives (722 msec). Both times were much longer

I than when only a single stimulus appeared in the matrix.

The form of the Code Combination x Density interaction is shown in Fi gure

1 9. This figure shows reaction time as a function of density and target codes ,

with background code as a parameter. It may be seen that an increase in the

density of a matrix , i .e., an increase in background visual noi se , ha d a rather

I large effect on the reaction time except when either the background code or the

relevant target code was color . In either type of condition which invol ved col-

or, there was no effect of display densi ty on reaction time . Separate analyses

I 
performed within target code conditions showed that there was an effect due to

background code , densi ty and the Background Code by Density interaction when the

I target code was letters , digits , or shapes , but that none of these effects were

significant when the target code was color.
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Relative E ffectiveness of Color in Choice Reaction Tasks

- Since the primary aim of the present series of experiments was to quantify

the gains or losses associated with the use of color relative to achromatic

codes , the correct CR1 measures were used to calculate relative scores. Specif-

ically, the difference between performance with color and with an achromatic

stimulus as the target code was di ’ided by the results obtained with achromatic

code , i.e.,

Percent Di fferer e Score = Achroma tic-Color x 100. (1)

These calc ulations were based on data obtained from each individual long-term

I subject and were always made within a given experiment when all othe r task pa-

raineters were held constant. Positive scores indicate an advantage of a color ,

I neg a ti ve sco res a d isa dvanta ge of a color , both relative to a pa rt icular achro-

r!~atic target code.

I Ta b le sumarizes the percent difference scores for the three- and six-

I 
alternative conditions in both the simple CR1 task and the single stimulus ma-

trix CR1 task. The former is presented as a function of practice , t he lat ter

is shown for only the last stage of practice . With respect to the simple CRT

t j~k it may be seen that color was less effective as a target code than letters ,

I digits, an d shapes but t a t  the relative disadvantage of color decreased with

I 
practice . In terms of the percentage difference scores , the relative disadvan-

tage of color decreased from -5.9 percent to -0.8 percent between the fi rst

I stage of practice (Sessions 1-4 in Experiment 1) and the last stage of practice

(Experiment 8). Analyses 0f variance of the data from the simple CR1 task showed

I that the following results were significant : For Experiment 1 , achromatic code,

F(2, 14) = 8.90; number of alternatives , F(l , 7) = 27.39 and the Code x
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TABLE 3

Percent Difference Scoresa for Color Codes
Rela tive to Achromatic Codes in

Sin g le St i mulus CRT Tasks

Simple CRT Single Stimulus

Achromatic Before Practice After Practice Matrix CR1
Code 

—— —
3-Choice 6-Choice 3-Choice 6-Choice 3-Choice 6-Choice

Letters - 6.7 2.7 —1. 1 3.8 —11.8 -1.3

Digits -16.0 -6.0 -5. 1 -3.1 - 14.5 -8.3

Sha pes - 6.5 -2.6 0.5 0 .3 - 5.3 -6.8

aScores are derived from mean correct react ion times for each condition . Posi-

tive scores represent an advant~ge for color relative to the indicated achro-

mat i c code , negative scores represent a di sadvantage .
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_________

Alt ernatives interaction . F(2, 14) = 12.64 , all at p < .01 ; for Experir ent 8,

code 1(2. 14) = 6.02. al ternatives . F( l , 7) 9.71 and Code x Alternatives ,

1(2, 14) 4.04, all at p < .05. The loss associated with the use of color in

the s imp le CR1 task was g reates t for the t h ree-alter na ti ve di git compar i son an d

th e ga i n wi th color was greatest for six-alternative letter comparison , the re-

rnainin g results we re not different from one another .

T he data shown in Table 3 for the single stimulus matrix CR1 task indicate

that condi tions in that task increased the relative losses associated with color

compa red to the simple CRT task without substantially changing the order of ef-

f~cts for the different experimental conditions. The overall percent difference

scores for the single stimul us matrix task in Experiment 4 was -1.8 percent.

3 Those results were not much different from the results obtained in the simple

CRT task and they indicate that position uncertainty per se did not seriously

affect the relative effects of color. The data shown for the single stimulus

ma tri x task in Table 3 indicate the effects of positi on uncertainty and the re-

duced discriminability of the color codes. The data shown are from the last

replication of the single stimulus matrix task in Experiment 5. The rather sub-

stantial increase in the relative disadvantage for colors shown in that section

of Table 3 seems to reflect the decreased discriminability of colors. However ,

while the overall disadvantage of color in Experiment 5 was -8.8 percent the

relative effects due to comparison code and number of alternatives was not sub-

stantia lly altered. Hence , an analysis of variance of the single stimulus ma-

trix CRTs for Experiment 5 showed that the only significant effects were due to

the comparison achromatic code , F(2, 14) = 10.22, and to the Achromatic Code x

Number of Alternatives interaction , 1(2, 14) = 15.84, both effects significant

at the .01 level . These effects show that In the single stimulus matri x CR1

task , as in the simpl e CR1 tasks, color is least effective relative to digits
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in the three-alternative condition and most effective relative to letters in the

six-alternative condition .

Table 4 surmiarizes the percent difference scores which were computed from

the correct CRIs obtained in the multiple stimulus matrix task. The results

shown in Table 4 are divided Into three parts , each concerned with a different

type of comparison between multipl e stimulus matri x display . Part I shows the

percent difference scores obtained when compari sons were made between display s

In which color was the target stimulus and display s where colors were the back-

ground stimuli , both displays employing the same second (achromatic) code. The

CRTs obtained when color was the target were subtracted from the CR1 when color

was the background. An analysis of variance of these data showed that the only

si gn i ficant effect was due to the density of stimul i In the display , F(l , 7)

8.33, ~ c .05. It may be seen from Part I of Tabl e 4 that a letter , digit , or

shape could be Identified more rapidly in a background of colored dots than a

colored dot could be Identified In a background of letters , digits, or shapes,

an d that this effect was greater for Density 12 displays than for Density 4 dis-

plays (13.5% vs. 11.5%), respectIvely. Considered in a different light these

results suggest that color Is a better background stimul us for achromatic tar-

gets than It Is a taryet stimulus in a background of achromatic stimuli.

Part II of Table 4 Is concerned with color as a target code relative to

each of the achromatic target codes when the background code was held constant.

The difference between performance with color targets and achromatic targets

was divided by performance wi th achromatic targets. An analysis of these data

showed that comparison achromatic target code , F(5 , 35) • 7.30, and display

density , F(l , 7) • 92.12, were both signi f icant at the .01 level. The only

other effect was due to the Com parison Target Code x Density interaction ,

9 52



TABL E 4

Pe rcent Dif fe rence Score s Assoc i a ted W it h Compa ri son s
Made Between Multi ple Stimulus Matrix Displays a

Target /Hai kgruund Density 4 Density 12
Compar ison

I. Color as target relative to color as background

C/I vs. l .’C -10 .5 —16.4
C/D vs. D/C —13.6 -14.7

C/S vs. S/C -10.4 - 9.6
II. Colo r relative to achromatic target with constant background

C/L vs. 0/1 7.9 29.2

C/L vs. S/L 6.5 16.4

C/D vs. LI D 12.4 36.5

C/fl vs. S/D - 1.0 8.0

C/S vs. L/S 7.7 23.2

C/S vs. 0/S - 3.6 9.6

III. Color relati ve to achromatic background for constant target

L/C vs. L/D 22.0 43.9

L/C vs . 1/S 17.4 32.4

D/C vs. OIL 19.0 38.0

0/C vs. 0/S 6.5 20.5

S/C vs. S/I 15.4 23.5

S/C vs. S/D 8.7 16.0

f d Difference scores are determined by subt racting the correct CR1 obtained

with the first ta rget/background combination shown from that obtained

with the second shown , and then divid ing this difference by the correct

CR1 obtained with the second target/background condition shown . Abbre-

viations are as follows: C = color dot, S geometric shape , D = digit ,

L = letter; the letter proceeding the slash represents the target code;

the letter follow i ng the slash represents the nontarget gackground code.
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F(5 , 35) = 3.77 , ~ < .05.

Ove rall , the results summarized in Part II of Table 4 show that for a con-

stant background code . a color target was 12.7 percent better than an achromatic

target  in a choice reaction task. This advantage for color effect was greater

hr Density 12 displays than Density 4 displays (2O.5~ vs. 5.0%) and best rela-

tive to when letters were the comparison achromatic target code or when letters

were the background stimuli. The gain for color was least , and in fact coul d be

a slight loss , relative to shape targets or to letter and digit targets in a

background of shape stimuli. These data seem to back up the va l ue of color as a

a~rning or alerting signal . That is , if one signal must be i dentified as quick-

ly as possible , the specific hue of a color target can be identifi ed in an array

t letters , digits , and shapes better than any other differentiating target

code .

A t h i r d  type of comparison between multiple stimulus matrix displays is

shown in Part III of Table 4. This compari son considered the effects of color

as a background code relative to each of the achromatic stimuli as background

codes when the target code was held constant. The issue involved in this com-

parison was which background stimuli would be least disrupt i ve (or more facili-

tating) for the i dentification of a given achromatic target. An analysis of

variance of those data showed that comparison achromatic code , F(5, 35) = 8.75,

display density , F (l , 7) = 108.24, and the Comparison Code x Density interac-

tion , F(5 , 35) = 5.90, were the only significant effects, all at p < .01 .

The data shown in Part III of Table 4 show that in general , color was a

better background stimulus for an achromatic target than any of the other achro-

matic codes. The overall advantage of color was 21.9 percent . Color was more

effective at the higher density (29.0% vs. 15.0%) and relat ive to letters as a
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(jrJrOu nd code or when a letter was the target stimulus . Color as a background

stimulus was least effective relative to when the background consisted of shapes

and when the target was a shape stimulus.

Another type of comparison concerning the potential interfering effects of

different background stimuli considered the difference between performance with

single stimulus displays and multiple stimulus displays. Specifically, the CRT s

obtained with multiple stimulus displ ays were subtracted from the CRIs obtained

on the single stimulus display condition which occurred during the same session

in Experiment 5. This difference was divided by the mean CRTs obtained with

single stimulus displays . An analysis of variance of those data showed that all

mai n effects and all two-way interact ions were significant at the .01 level ;

the three-way interaction was nonsignificant. The F-ratios were as follows :

code comparison , F (ll , 77) = 33.72; number of alternatives , F(l , 7) = 173.37;

display density , F(l , 7) = 150.93; Code x Alternatives , 1(11 , 77) = 2.86; Code

x Density, F (ll , 77) = 19.55; and Alternatives x Densi ty, F(1 , 7) = 12.33.

These data are sumarized in Table 5. As may be seen , the presence of any

nontarget background stimuli always led to an increase in CR1. The extent of

the loss decreased as the number of alternative targets increased but the rela--

tive loss in performance increased as the display density increased , the l atter

was more evident when there were three target alternatives than when there were

six target alternat ives. Generally there was very little loss in performance

when an achromatic background was added to a color target or when a color back-

ground was added to an achromatic target. The relative amount of loss in per-

formance was substantial when achromatic background stimuli was added to an

achromatic target display; the extent of this relative loss increased in order

from shape-dig it to shape-letter to letter-digit combinations.

-
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TABLE 5

Percent Difference Scores for Multiple Stimulus Displays
Relative to Sing le Stimulus Displays a

Display Density 4 Density 12
Conditions 3-Choi ce 6-Choi ce 3-Choice 6-Choice

L/D vs. 1 -44.2 -28.8 -112.1 -77.9
L/S vs. 1 —3 1.2 —18.7 — 67.3 —47 .1
1/C vs. 1 —10 .3 0.5 - 11.6 — 1.1

0/1 vs. 0 -43.6 -27.9 - 97.5 -66.0
0/S vs. 0 -19.4 -11 .1 - 48.2 -30.1
0/C vs. 0 -12.3 1.7 - 10.8 - 4.4
S/I vs. 5 -26.5 -23.6 - 54.4 -38.6

S/D vs. S -20.0 -11.9 - 35.1 -25.1
S/C vs. S - 5.8 - 6.2 - 12.8 - 5.9

C/I vs. C —1 1.8 — 7.5 — 7.0 —19.2
C/D vs. C -10.1 - 6.0 - 13.7 - 6.4

C/S vs. C -11.6 — 8.0 - 16.2 - 8.8

aDifference scores are determi ned by subt racting the correct CR1 obtained
wi th multiple stimulus displays from the CR1 obtained with single stimulus
displays and then dividing this difference by the CR1 obtained wi th single
stimulus disp l ays. Abbreviations are the same as those described in Table
4.
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1

Swi~na~y of Colo r Effe cts in Cho i ce React i on Tas ks

I n sunilia ry , ~hen a subject ’ s task is to i dentify a sing le target as rapidly

as possible, color is either the least or the most effective target code depend-

i n g  upon whether the single target stimu l us is presented in an otherwise empty

field or in a field whi ch also contains stimuli from another nontarget stimulus

code category . In the former case , the sex of the subject may be an add i t i onal

factor; females generally respon d more quickly to color targets than males.

The relative effectiveness of colors in the case of multiple stimulus display s

may be due to the fact that color is an essentially nonspatial stimulus feature

while each of the achromatic stimulus codes examined were spatial (i.e., shape)

codes. In a heterogeneous stimulus field , a colored target may be located and

subsequently i dentified without much interference from the shape encoded achro-

matic background stimuli. Conversely, the subject may be able to locate and

i dentify a particular achromatic target in a visual field of nontarget colored

dots wi th less interference from the color dots than from other spatially en-

coded but i rrelevant achromatic stimuli.

It is i mportant to note that the loss associated with colored targets in

the single stimulus conditions and the relative gain associated with colors in

the multiple stimulus display conditions were never very large . The maximum

loss in the former case was -16 percent , the maximum gain in the latter case

was +36.5 percent. It should also be noted that color had the least gain or

loss relative to familiar geometric shapes and the most gain or loss relative to

letters and digits. These comparative values suggest that l etters and digits

are processed differently than colors and that familiar shapes may be processed

in a manner similar to that used for col ors.
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SEARCH AND LOCATE TASKS

Method

As shown in Table 2 there were two experiments which required the l ong-

term subjects to search for and then to indicate the location of a single speci-

fied target. The stimulus which was to serve as the target for any given trial

was first presented in the display panel labeled LOCATE in Figure 2. The lar ge

matrix di splay consisted of one occurrence of the ta rget and either three or

eleven nontarget background stimu li. The matrix display was presented 200 msec

after the target was specified in the l ocate panel . Both displays remained

illuminated for four seconds or until the subject spec i fied the l ocation of the

target by pressing one of the four quadrant buttons with the index finger of

his left hand.

T here we re al ways 48 trials within a sequence of trials and 100 msec be-

tween successive trials in a sequence. The total number of stimuli in the ma-

tr ix display (Density 4 or Density 12) was constant over a 48-trial sequence

but varied over successive sequences . The stimulus code which could serve as

a target code was constant over successive sequences within each half of an ex-

perimental session , but varied over successive ha l f-sessions. The voltage used

to activate l amps was always set at 18 volts; the average bri ghtness of colors

was 3.19 foot-lamberts (10.9 cd/rn2) and of achromatic codes was 8.0 foot-lamberts

(27.4 cd/rn2).

Experiment 6. Experiment 6 used only unidimens lonal stimulus displays .

The specific stimuli used in the displays with Density 4 were always one of the

15 possible combinations of four different stimuli drawn without replacement

from the six stimul i within a giv en sti mu l us code . The stimuli used in the
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dis plays with Density 12 were one of the 90 possible combination s of six dif-

ferent stimuli drawn with the restriction that two stim uli would occur once

eac h , two would occur twice each , and two would occur three times each. The

spatial a rrangement of stimuli over the 16 cells of the matrix was such that

one stimulus (when the density was 4) or one blank cel l (when the density was

12) occurred once in every row and once in every column . The stimuli designated

as the target always occurred once and only once in the matrix. The target

could be any one of the six possible stimuli within a stimulus code or any one

of the three possible stimuli within the sets of three alternative targets de-

scribed earlier in connection wi th the choice reaction tasks. The different

st imulus combinations , the spatial arrangement of stimuli , the stimul us desig-

nated as the target , and the qua drant within which the target was located was

balanced within and between 48-trial sequences. Figures 4B and 40 show two ex-

amples of the unidimensional location displays . Familiar geometric shapes were

3 used as st imul i i n the Densi ty 4 display shown in Figure 4B; the target was the

triangle l ocated in Quadrant 4. Letters were used as stimuli in the Density 12

display shown in Figure 40; the target was the letter K shown in the third

quadrant.

Each subject was run in two experimental sessions in Experiment 6. Each

session consisted of two practice and eight experimental sequences using one

un idimensional stimulus code , followed by two practice and eight experimental

sequences using another unidimensional code. All four stimulus codes were used

once each over Sessions 1 and 2. The order of codes over half-sessions and

sessions was balanced ove r subjects . The two practice sequences both used

Density 12 di splays and both used six-target alternatives . The eight experi-

mental sequences within a half-session were arranged so that each combination
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of the two levels of display density and the two levels of the number of target

alterna tives would occur once in the first four and once in the second four

sequences . There was about 30 seconds between successive sequences wi thin a

half-session . A five minute rest interval separated the two halves of each

session.

~ p~,~~pent_21. Experiment 7 used the unidimensiona l displays already de-

scribed and bidi inensio nal displays which were constructed from those unidimen-

sional displays. One—half of the stimuli used in each of the unidimensional dis-

plays were changed so they would be from a second stimulus code. Rather than

using only the top or the bottom half of each lEE film , the bidimensiona l dis-

plays had one-half of the stimuli drawn from each half of a given film. A table

of random numbers was used to select two stimul i to be changed in each unidi-

mensiona l Density 4 display . Similarly, for each unidirnensiona l Density 12

display , two stimuli were changed in each of two rows selected at random and

one stimulus was changed in each of the remaining two rows; the particular stim-

u l i  changed in each row was randomly determi ned.

As a result of the changes made , each bidimensional display contained two

or six stimul i from one stimulus dimension , called the target code , and another

two or six additiona l stimul i from a second nontarget background code. In the

former case , one stimulus was designated the target and the remaining stimuli

would represent nontarget stimuli in the target dimension. When the display had

a dens i ty of 12 , the five nontarget stimuli in the same dimension as the target

could consist of from two to five of the nontarget stimuli in the target dimen-

sion . The nontarget background stimul i could also consist of from two to fi ve

of the six alternatives in the set of background stimuli.

Each subject was run through six daily sessions in Experiment 7. Each
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session was divided into two half-sessions so that the stimulus dimension which

L served as target code in one half-session served as the background code in the

~ other half -session , and vice versa. All six stimulus alternative s within a

stimulus dimension could be specified as the target in Experiment 7. Each half-

session of Experiment 7 consisted of one practice and two experimental sequences

of unidi niensional trials fol l owed by one practice and six experimental sequences

of bidi m ensional trials. The practice sequences always consisted of Density 12

matrices. The experimental sequences consisted of an equal number of Density 4

and Density 12 sequences. In the six experimental sequences of bidimensional

displays the two levels of density were run in random order within three suc-

cessive blocks of two sequences each . As in Experiment 6, there was about 30

I seconds between successive sequences in each half-session of Experiment 7 and

there was a five-minute break between the two halves of each session .

To encourage maximum leve ls of performance in Experiment 7, each subject

I 
was gi ven a bonus for every session in which his overall mean search time for

that session exceeded his overall mean search time from the two sessions of Ex-

1 per iment 6.

i Resul ts

Coninission errors. The frequencies of e:1’or responses for the unidimen -

I sional display conditions of Experimen ts 6 and 7 were analyzed as a function of

I 
target code , display density , number of target alternative s (for Experiment 6

only), and practice. Practice was based on the two 48-trial sequences per corn-

I binat ion of code, density , and the numbe r of alternative cond itions in Experi-

ment 6 and on the three replicati ns of each unidimensional code by density corn-

I bination over sessions in Experiment 7. The squa re root transformation of these

error data was used in analyses of variance . The analysis of data from

1 
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Exper i i• ri t f~ showed that the number of target alternatives was the only signif-

i~~t r i t -,ource of vari ation , F(l , 7) = 9.62, p < .05. There were , on the ave ra ge ,

6.7 pt , -n t errors when there w?re three-target alternatives and 7.9 percent

errors when there were sic-target alternatives. No si gn i f i c a n t  sour ces of va r-

iation were found for cormiisHon errors in the unidimensional display condition

of Experiment 7. The overall mean error rate for that experiment was 7.9 percent.

An analysis of the frequency of commission errors was also done for the bi-

dimensional display condition s of Experiment 7. The square root transformation

of those data were analyzed as a function of the 12 target code-background code

combinations and the two levels of density . This analysis of variance showed

that there were no significant sources of va riation . The range of errors rates

went from a low of 6.6 percent for the letter target-color background condition

to a high of 8.1 percent for the color target-digit background condition.

An analysis of errors in terms of the correct quadrant position of the tar-

get was done for both unidimensional and bidimensional display conditions. In

no case was there any evidence for a systematic relationshi p between error re-

sponse and the target location in the matrix display .

Sea rch /Locate time . The mean time required for all correct l ocation re-

sponses in the unidimensional display conditions of Experiments 6 and 7 were

analyzed as a function of target code, display density , num ber of target altern-

atives (for Experiment 6 only), and practice. The only significan t effects in

Experiment 6 were due to the main effects of display density F(l , 7) = 251 .97,

the interaction between di splay density and target code , F(3, 21) = 11.14 , and

the interact ion between display density and the number of target alternatives ,

F(l , 7) = 10.31 , all at p < .01.

The interaction between density and alternative s was shown to be due to the
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- absence nf an effect for the number of alternatives with Density 4 disp lays

~n seari~h time was P19 msec) while search time was greater for three than six

alte~-~ itives (1167 vs. 1132 msec) wi th Density 12 displays . The density main

j effect was due to a substantial increase in search time as density increased

• from four to twelve (879 vs. 1149 msec). The Density x Code interaction was due

to a change in the ordering of code conditions at the two levels of density .

From shortest to longest search time s, the order of codes at Density 4 was Digits ,

etter s , Shapes , and Colors ; the only pa i rwi se difference which was significant

wa s the di g it-color difference. The corresponding ordering of codes at Density

12 was Shapes , Colors , Dig its and Letters ; there was no difference between adja-

cent pairs in this ordering but all non-adjacent conditions in the ordering were

significantly di fferent.

The analysis of search time in the unidimensiona l conditions of Experiment

7 showe d tha t all main effects were si gn i f i cant at the .01 leve l: For practice ,

F(2 , 14) = 11.77 , for density, F (1 , 7) = 187 .03, and for target codes , F(3, 21) =

1 6.20. The only other significant effect found was for the interaction between

} 
density and code , F(3, 21) = 17.25 , p. < .01. The form of these effects are

shown in Fi gure 10. This figure shows search time as a function of practice and

density for the unid imensional code condition s in both Experiments 6 and 7. Only

- the data for the six-alternative conditions of Experiment 6 are shown in the

figure . It m ay be seen that overall level of performance improves considerabl y

between Experiment 6 and Experiment 7 and then continues to imp rove over the

three successive replications of the unidimensional code conditions in Experi-

I ment 7. As may be seen in Figure 10, there was no difference between code con-

ditions in Experiment 7 when only four items appeared in the matrix. However ,

I when there were twelve i tems in the matrix the search time for letters and digits

was si gnificantly longer than for shapes and colors .
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Sear h times for the bidimensional d isplay condition in Experiment 7 we re

ana l~ .’vd as a fun t i omi  of the twe lve l e v e ls of target code-back ground code com-

bi nation s , tne two levels of density , and th three levels of practice wi thin

each half-session. This analysis showed that the only significant effects were

due to code , F( l l , 77) = 8.30, dens i ty , F(l , 7)  = 201 .75, and the Codt~ by Densi-

ty interaction , 1 ( 1 1 , 77 ) = l~ .24 , all a t p < .01 . The form cf these effects

is shown as solid lines in Figure 11. It may be seen that density had a greater

effec t when the displays contained letters and digits than when they contained

either shape s or colors or both , as either the target code or the background

code . It may also be seen that search times were generall y longer when the tar-

get ( - ( jo and background code consisted of combinations of letters and digits and

that search times we re generally shorter when either the target code or the non-

t ’ -’jet background code was color.

In an attempt to simpl ify the analysis of sea rch time performance in the

j ~(- r( h and locate task , all of the data in Experi ment 7 were poole d over p rac-

tice. There were no i nteractions involving practice for the unidimensional dis-

play condition s and no effects involving pracitce for the bidimensional display

conditions. Using the data from both the unidimensional and the hidinensiona l

* di -pl ay conditions it was possible to qenerate an orthogonal design consisting

j of four levels of target code , four leve l s of back ground code and two levels of

d r n ~~it y .  An analysis of variance of those data showed that all effects were

si g n i f i c a n t  a t  the  .01 level: F(l , 7) = 209.36 for density ; F(3, 21) = 8.20,

L. 
36.44, 31.85, and 19.55 for target code , nontarget code , Target Code x Density ,

an d Nontar get Code x Dens i ty , respectively; and F(9, 63) = 6.55 and 6.50 for Tar-

get Code i N i -  tdrqet Code and Target Code x Nontarget Code x Density .

These significant effects are shown in Figure 11 , which shows search/locate
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time as a f’inetion of density and background codes sepa rately for each target

condition . Pairwise comparisons showed that the effect of density was signifi-

cant for all 16 target code-background code combinations. When the display con-

sisted of only four items there were only very small differences among code con-

ditions. With letter or digit targets , color in the background leads to shorter

times than letter or digit backgrounds , but color is no better than shape as a

back ground , and letter and dig it backgroun ds do not differ from shape background.

Within shape or color target conditions only the two extreme conditions differ .

When comparisons are made across target codes hut within background codes the

S diffe rences are also very small. With letter or shapes as back ground codes

there are no pairwise differences among target code conditions. With digits as

background codes , the color target code led to shorter locate times than dig it

or letter target codes but there was no difference between colors and shapes as

target codes and shape targets did not diffe r from digit or letter targets.

When color was the background code there were no differences between digits ,

shapes , or letters as target codes and all three bidimensiona l conditions led to

shorter locate times than the unidi rnensional color display .

The differences within target code conditions were much larger when the

density of the displays was increased to twelve items . Wit h letter and digit

targ ets, colors in the background led to shorter locate times than when shapes

were in the background , and both color and shape s in the background led to short-

or locate time s than when letters or di g i ts were in the background. When shapes

were tar gets , colors in the background led to shorter locate times than letters ,

shapes or di r its , and the latter three did not differ. When a color was the tar-

get , the three bidimensiona l display s led to the same overall levels of locate

time and all three were better than the unid imensional color display.
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The four target condi tions were all different from one another when com-

parisons were made within the nontarget letter or the nontarget digit background

code. When shapes were the nontarget background code color targets led to short-

er locate time s than ~r~ipe , di git , or letter targets and the latter three did

not differ frnn- one another . When colors were the nontarget background code

shape s were better targets than digits and both shapes and digits were better

than color or letter targets; the latter two did not differ.

kela tive Effectiveness of olor in Search/Locate Tasks

The relative effects of color in the search tasks of Experiments 6 and 7

were computed for each subject in a manner similar to that used for the choice

reac tion tasks. Each subject ’s mean search time with color was subt racted from

his mean search time with an achromatic comparison code and the difference was

divided by the search time for the achromatic code. An analysis of variance of

the data from the unidimensional display condition of Experiment 6 showed that

the only significant effect was due to the Comparison Code x Density interac-

tior i , F(2 , 14) = 6.95, p
~ 
< .01. A similar analysis of the data deri ved from the

unidimensional display condition of Experiment 7 showed that the only significant

‘ffects were due to the main effects of codes , F(2, 14) = 10.35, and density ,

F( l , 7) = 24.37, and to the Code x Density interaction , F(2, 14) = 12.33 , all

effects significant at the .01 level.

Table 6 summarizes the gain or loss scores associated wi th the six-alterna-

tive color conditions relative to the six-alternat ive l etter, di git and shape

conditions for the unidimensional displays. The data shown in the table are

broken down by stage of practice : Experiment 6 versus the last replication of

each unidi rnensiona l code condition in Experiment 7. It may be seen that before
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TABLE 6

Percent Di fference Scoresa for Color Codes Relative to

Achromatic Codes in Unidi inensiona l Search/Locate Displays

I
Comparison Before Practice After Practice
Achromatic Density 4 Density 12 Density 4 Density 12

Code

I Letters -7 .76 8.96 1.61 27.33

Di gits -6.68 3.39 -0.15 21 .48

Shapes 0.60 -0.37 -2.83 8.19

See footnote for Ta b le 3 .
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subjec ts had rece i ved practice , there was a relative loss dssociated with color

codes in the Density 4 l ocate displays and a relative gain associ - itod w i t h  color

codes in the Density 12 displays . However , these effects varied with the com-

parison achromatic code : there were no differe i ces between the two levels of

densit ’~- when the effectiveness of color was considered relative to shapes but

density had a si gnificant effect when color was compared to letters and digits.

After the subjects had received practice in the unidimensional locate task

the relat ive ‘ffectiveness of color increa sed (or, the relat ive loss decreased).

It may be seen that color was more effective in the higher density displays;

the increase between four- and twelve-density displays after practice was sig-

nificant for all comparisons. There were no differences between comparison

codes for the Dens i ty 4 displays , but for Density 12 displays the effect i veness

of color relative to letters and digits was much greater than the effecti veness

of color relative to shapes . It should be noted that the relative effects of

color were never large for the Density 4 displays and also that the effects of

color relative to shapes were not very large for either level of dens i ty .

The relative effect’veness of color in the bidimensional search/locate dis-

plays was examined in three different types of comparisons. The fi rst compari-

con was done wit hin comparable display conditions; mean search ti me when color

was the targe t code was subtracted from mean search time when color was only a

background co de , and th is difference was then divided by search times obtained

when color was only a background code. Note , the number of color stimul i in a

given display which contained color stimul i was the same whether or not the tar-

get was a color. These data were used in an analysis of variance which showed

that the comparison achromatic code main effect , F(2, 14) 6.04, was signifi-

cant at the .05 level , and that display density , F(l , 7) = 12.98, and the Code
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x Density interaction , F(2 , 14) = 3.29 were si gn ificant at the .01 level.

Par t I of T ab le 7 summa rizes t he percent difference scores obta i ned i n the

within -d isplay comparison . It may be seen that while the overall effects were

not large (- .4? ) there was an advantage for color as a target relative to let-

ters as a target in the Density 12 color-letter displays. The three effects

s hown for the Dens i ty 12 displays all differed from one another , but there were

no differences among the Density 4 displays. There was an increase in  th e ef-

fectiveness of colors relative to letters between the Density 4 and Density 12

displays but density had no effect on the other two sets of difference scores.

Comparisons between bidi inensional displays were made with either the non-

ta rge t background code or the ta rget code hel d constant . In both cases , mean

search time with color in the display was subt racted from mean search time with-

out color in the display and the difference was divided by search time without

color in the display. In both analyses , color in a display led to a general de-

crease in search t ime relative to when only achromatic codes were used. Hence,

there was an overall advantage for color targets (+9.32%) relative to achromatic

ta rget s when back ground codes were achromatic and there was an overall advantage

for achromatic targets when colors were in the background (+9.62%) relative to

when onl y other achromatic stimuli were in the background.

( 
Analyses of variance showed that these effects were not uniform over levels

of the independent variables. The analysis of the relative effectiveness of

color target data (Part II of Table 7) showed that density , F(l , 7) = 68.16, was

si gnificant at the .01 level and that the Code x Density interact ion , F(5, 35) =

3.03, was significant at the .05 level. The main effect of code was nonsi gnifi-

cant. The analysis of the relative effects of color background stimuli relative

to only achromatic background stimuli showed again that the only significant
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TABLE 7

Percent Differc ice Scores Associated with Comparisons
Within and Between Bidimensional Search/Locate D~SPldYS

a

Target/Back ground Density 4 Density 12

~h thin Bidimen sional Displays

I. Color as a target relative to color as a background only

C/I vs. L/C -2.13 8.35
C/D vs. D/C -2.49 3.44

C/S vs. S/C -3.59 -6.08

Between Bidir nensiona l Displays

II. Color rel ative to achromatic target with constant background

C/L vs. D/L 4.34 21.87

C/L vs. S/L -0.88 10.59

C/D vs. L/D 8.74 26.20

C/D vs. S/Il 4.24 12.91

C/S vs. L/S 0.43 11.66

C/S vs . D/S 0.94 10.04

III. Col or relative to achromatic background wi th constant target

L/C vs. L/D 8.29 18.43

L/C vs. L/S 2.17 6.09

Il/C vs. D/L 9.19 20.20

D/C vs. D/S 5.64 10.57

S/C vs. S/L 3.58 12.67

S/C vs . S/Il 4 .74 13 .88

a See footnote for Table 4.



iff ~ it 5 were the ca in effect of density . F(1 , 7) = 39.90, and the interact ion

bet ween code and density , F(5, 35) = 2J~6, p < .01 and .05 respectively.

Pairwise comparisons of the data shown in Part II of Table 7 showed that

the relative effectiveness of color was always greater wi th the Density 12 than

J 
the en sity 4 displa ys . Within the Density 4 displays the effectiveness of col-

or relative to letters with dig it background ~ti mu 1i was greater than any other

com parison except color relative to di g it tarjets with letters in the background .

~ith in the Density 12 display s the effectiveness of color targets relative to

di git~ or letters with letters and di g its as background stimuli was greater than

any ot her comparison .

Pairwise comparisons of the data shown in Part III of Table 7 showe d that

there was an increase in the relative effecti veness of performance with color as

a background code as density increased , except for the comparisons involving

displ ays with shape as a background and with letter or digit targets. Within

either level of density color was a more effective , less interfer ing, back groun d

i n com par i son to let ter or di git background or target condition. Color was

leas t effective as a background relative to conditions which involved shapes ,

either as the comparison background or as the common target .

When sea rch t imes for a target in a bidimensional display were evaluated

relative to search times for the same targe t in a unidimensional display the

search times in bidimensiona l displays were generally superior; overall , the

relative advantage of bidimensional displays was c .54 percent. Table 8 shows

the mean percent difference scores obtained when performance with bidimensiona l

displays was subtracted from performance with unidimensional displays and these

di fferences were divided by perfo ;ma-ice wi th unidimensi ona l displays . An analy-

sis of variance of those data showed that only the effects of code compari sons,
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TABLE 8

Percent Di fference Scores Comparin g Unidirnensiona l
and Bidiniensional Search/Locate Displays a

Comparison Displays Density 4 Density 12

L/D vs. L -1.61 - 3.60

L/S vs. L 3.41 9.91

L/C vs. L 8.30 19.24

IlL vs. 0 —0.52 - 0.31

Il/S vs. 0 5.53 10.52

Il/C vs. 0 0.09 18.84

S/L vs. S -0.42 0.54

S/Il vs. S 4.50 0.24

S/C vs. S 6.28 10.61

C/L vs. C 6.63 10.20

C/Il vs . C 6.16 9.17

C/S vs. C 6.70 - 6.57

a See footnote for Table 5.
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F(ll , 77) = 6.11 , and the Code Comparison by Density interaction . F(l l , 77) =

3.16 , were s i gnificant , both at the .01 level .

For the Density 12 displays with letter targets the improvement in per-

formance with color in the background was significantly different from the de-

crease in performance with di gits in the background. None of the other changes

in performance caused by adding a second , i rrelevant code to the letter target

displays were different from one another. Simil ar results were obtained when

a second stimulus code was added to the displays with a di git target. Specifi-

call y, the Density 12 displays with a digit target and with colors as a back-

ground stim ul i led to an improvement in performance relative to unidimensional

di g it displays which was different only from the change in performance caused

by adding irrelevant letters to the display. No other pa i rwise difference among

di g i t  ta rget di sp l ays was significant. There were no di fferences among the six-

percent difference scores concerned with shape targets. Finally, the relative

los s in performance caused when shapes were introduced as irrelevant stimuli in

a Density 12 display with color targets was different from any of the other dif-

ference scores and none of the latter differed from each other.

Summary of Color Effects in Search/Locate Tasks

In summa ry, it may be concluded that the use of color in search/locate

tasks generall y leads to a relative decrease in search time. The relative in-

crease in performance is true for both unidimensional displays and for bidimen-

s i onal di splays . In either case , the gain i n performance may be as great as 27

percent but there may also be a loss in performance as great as -8 percent. The

greater gains are more likely to occur for the more dense displays and when col-

ors are the target code in bidimen sional displays involving i rrelevant letters
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or dig it s . The relative advantage of color is least (or the relative disadvan-

tage is greatest) in Density 4 displays cr when the comparison display codes in-

cluded familiar geometri c shapes.

The relative advantage of color in a search/locate display , either as a

target code or as an irrelevant background stimulus may be due to the fact that

th e n’anspatial color stimuli are easily segregated from the spatially encoded

letters , di gi ts or familiar geometric shapes . If this is so, the effective

density of the sea rch display is reduced since the subject may disregard all

color stimuli if they are i rrelevant or attend to only the color stimuli if a

specific color happens to be the ta rget. If this explanation of the relative

effecti veness of color is correct , it is interesting to speculate how effecti ve

co lors would be if the target were not designated until after the display had

been lerminated and if the target code could vary from one display (i.e., one

trial) to the next . Would the subject inadvertently disregard the color stimu-

li when they were targets or overly attend to them if they were i rrelevant?

The apparent similarity between colors and shapes , both as target stimuli

and as irrelevant background stimuli , rai ses again the possibility that these

two stimulus codes are processed in the same manner and that both are processed

differently from letters or digits. As was indicated in the discussion concern-

ing color effects in choice reaction tasks , the possibility of colors and shapes

being processed in a similar manner , as well as the distinction between color as

a nonspatial stimulus feature relative to shape features, needs further evalua-

tion by future studies.
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IDENTIFICAT ION TASKS

Met 110 d

The task of the long-term subjects in Experiment 9 was to i dentify all of

the stimul i they could remember from multi ple target displays . The multiple

ta rget di splays cons i ste d of four or e ig ht st imuli . Fi gure 4C shows one of the

target displays used in the i dentifi cation experiment. The display shown in

this fi gure is a bidiniensional letter-color display with a density of eight tar-

gets, four letters and four color dots.

The stimuli in each display were distributed over the four by four matri x

so that there were an equal number of stimuli per row and column . The specific

stim uli use d i n each un i dimens ional i denti fication dis p lay were selec ted so that

one-half of the targets were sampled from the first three stimuli in a given

target code and the other hal f were sampled from the second three stimuli in

that code. An additional constraint was that no stimulus could occur more than

twice in any given display. Th is procedure for sampl i ng stimuli y ielded 36 pos-

sible combination s of stimuli for the Density 4 displays and another 36 for the

Density 8 displays . Two different variation s of bidimensional displays could be

constructed from any gi ven unidimension al display. Specifically, the stimuli

used from the first half of one target code were combined with the stimuli from

the second half of another target code or vice versa. All two-way combinations

of the four codes were ava i lable i n the six f i lms used in the lEE display units.

Each trial in Experiment 9 began with the presentation of the message

“FULL ” in the small display panel labeled IDENTIFY in Figure 2. This stimul us

was designed to serve as a wa rning signal; it preceded the multi pl e target dis-

play by 200 msec . The warning signal and the multiple target display were joint-

ly presen ted to the subject for a maximum duration equal to 400 or 800 msec (for
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the Density 4 and 8 displays , respectively) or until the subject began his ser-

i es of id ent if i ca t ion res ponses , wh icheve r interva l was shorter. The ave rage

brightness of color targets was 3.19 foot-lamberts (10.9 cd/rn2) an d the average

brightnes s of achromatic targets was 8.0 foot-lamberts (27.4 cd/rn2). The sub-

jec t was a l lowe d 1000 msec per d isp l ayed tar get to make h i s id en ti f i cat i on re-

sponses , but onc e he ha d repor ted all he coul d remember he coul d end the res ponse

interval and hence the trial by pressing a button called the terminate button .

As a resul t of these p roce dures , the subject could control both the ex posure

duration of the multiple target display and the duration of the response interval.

The subject identified all targets he remembered from each displa y by

pressing the bmi ttons which corresponded to those targets. The buttons used and

the mapping of targets onto buttons were the same as those used in the choice

react ion ex per iments . In the unidimensional di splay condition the top three

buttons corresponded to the first three stimuli in the target code and the bot-

tom three buttons corresponded to the second set of three stimuli in that target

code . In the bidimens i onal display conditions the top three buttons corresponded

to the fi rst three stimul i in one code and the bottom three buttons corresponded

to the last three stimuli in the second target code . Each subject was ermcour-

aged to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible , and in addition , a

monetary incentive was designed to encourage maximum accuracy. Specificall y each

subject was told he would earn ~ bonus of 50~ in all sessions where his overall

accuracy was 85 percent or more.

There were a total of twenty trials per sequence and 100 msec between suc-

cessive trials with in a sequence. Each sequence of trials consisted of ten

trials with display density of four targets and ten tria ls with a display density

of eig ht targets . The display density was constant over blocks of five successive
-V 
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t r ia ls  and was al ternate d over success ive  b locks  of f ive trial s. One-half of

the sequences began w i th  Density 4 and the othe r half began w i th  [)ensity 8.

A typical session consisted of a practice sequence and five experimental

sequence s with unidi ni ensional displays followed by a practice sequence and five

J 

experimental sequences with bidimension al displays. All subjects experienced

each of the s i x  possible bidimensional condi t ions over s ix  successive sessions.

For four subjects the fi rst three targets in one code (e .g . ,  let ters C , H, K ,)

were associated with the last three targets in the second code (e.g., digits 5,

6, 7). The ot her four subjects had the last three targets of one code (e.g.,

letters N , P . S) an d the firs t three targets of the second code (e.g., digits 2,

3. 4). All subjects experienced a different unidimensional target condition on

each of the first four experimental session s and then had two of these unidimen-

sional target conditions replicated in experimental sessions 5 and 6. The order

of unidimensional and bidimension a l display conditions within sessions and the

order of target code condition s over sessions was counterbalanced over subjects.

Before begi nn i ng the fi rst ex per imental sess i on each subject was run through a

practice session which was identical in all respects to an experimental session

except for maximum stimulus duration which was 300 msec per stimulus (1200 and

2400 rnsec for the Density 1 and 8 displays , respectively). There were about 30

seconds between sequences and five minutes between unid imensional and bidimen-

s i onal  ha lve s of eac h sess i on .

Resul ts

Since each of the four unidimensional target code conditions occurred once

each duri ng the first four experimental sessions , an d then each of two occurred

a second time during the last two experimental sessions , the bulk of the results

reported for the unid imensional condition are derived from only the first four
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I
sessions. The results reported for the bidimensional conditions are derive d

from all six ex perimental sessions .

Subject terminated stimulus and response intervals. The fi rst response

made on each trial was ass igned to one of two categories as a function of whe-

ther it termi nated the stimulus exposure or occurred after the maximum stimulus

duration. These data showed that the subjects rarely voluntarily terminated the

stimulus. Furthermore , there were no systematic rel ationships between the fre-

quency of subject-terminated stimulus exposures and the independent variables

of the experiment . Hence , on the avera ge , a subject terminated only 1.0 and

0.8 out of every 50 trials in the unidir ierisional and bidimensional display con-

ditions , respectively. Severa l subjects went through an entire session without

ever terminating a stimu lus and the maximum number of termi nations for any sub-

ject was only 4 out of the 100 trials in a half-session.

Most subjects did frequently use the terminate button to end the response

interval. The frequency of trials which were terminated by the subjects was

determined separately for the unidimensional and bidim ensional trials , as a

function of target code condition and density in each case. The square root

t rans formation of those data was use d in anal yses of var iance which showed that

there were no significant experimental effects in the bidimensional condition

and th only density was significant in the unidimensional condition , F(l , 7) =

7 13. p < .05. On the average , subjects terminated 64.7 percent of the trials

~~~~ ~~~~ b idim en siona l condition and 50.0 and 57.0 percent of the trial s in the

~r i r ~1 r , n S ’IfMdl Density 4 and 8 conditions , respectively.

A wpa rate analysis was performed on the mean time which elapsed between

- A .~~~~ ‘~~~ ~ rm m ultiple target display and the subject ’s termination of the

• ,~e into account the absence of subject-terminated trials in some
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sessions , these latency data were weighted by the frequency of times the sub-

ject used the terminate button. Only seven subjects were used to analyze these

da ta since one subject never used the termi~iate button . These data were analyzed

separately for the unidimensional and bidimensional conditions , in each case as

a function of target code and density. The analyses showed that target code ,

1(8, 18) = 4.13 , ~ < .05, density , F(1 , 6) = 67 .31 , p < .01 , were the only sig-

nificant effects for the unidimensional condition ; only density , 1(1 , 6) = 62 .48 ,

< .01 , was significant for the bidimensiona l condition . In the unidimensional

condition subjects ter’minated shape trial s more quickly than letter trials

(4010 vs. 4959 msec ) but the latency of termination of shape trials and letter

trials did not differ from the terminat i on latency of digit and color trials

(4786 msec), nor did the latter two conditions di ffer from each other. The trial

termination latencies in the unidimensional condit ion were 3486 msec and 5496

msec for Density 4 and 8 , respectively; corresponding time s were 3104 msec and

5226 msec in the bidimensiona l condition.

Commission errors . T he number of incorrect (commission error) responses

per trial was determi ned separately for the unidimensional and the bidimensional

dis p lay cond iti ons , as a function of target code (or code combination ) and den-

si ty in each case. An analysis of those data for the unidimensiona l display s

showe d that tar get code , F(3, 21) = 10.11 , density , F(l , 7) = 18.21 , and Target

Code x Ilerisity , F(3, 21) = 5.35, were significant at the .01 level . It was de-

termined that subjects made more commission errors for Ilensity 8 display s than

L 
for Density 4 displays (1.14 vs. 0.48 per trial). It was also shown that errors

increased over code conditions (0.61, 0.76, 0.88, and 1.00 per trial for digit ,

letter , shape , and color targets, respectively). All nonadjacent scores in the

rank ordering were significant ly different from one another. The magnitude of

i 
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the code ef fect  was also shown to be greater for the Density 4 displays than

for the Density 8 displays.

An anal ysis of the commission error data from the bidir nensional condition

showed that target code combination , F(5 , 35 ) = 4.70 , density , F(l  , 7) = 28.27 ,

and the wi thin-target code combination effect , F(l , 7) = 12.35 , were all signi-

ficant at the .01 level. The only other effect significan t for these data was

an interaction between code combination and the wi thin-target code combination

effect , F(5 , 35) = 3.12 , p < .05. It was shown that more commission errors

were made for Density 8 than Density 4 dis plays (.49 vs. .17 per trial , res pec-

tively ). It was also shown that the number of commission errors was the same

for the shape -color ( .42)  and the letter-digit ( .40) combinations but that the

shape-color combination had more errors than all other combinations. The letter-

di git combination had no more commission errors than the letter-color (.31) com-

bination but was different from the letter-shape (.29), digit-color (.28), and

the di git-shape (.28) combinations. These differences seem too small for prac-

tical si gnificance.

To clarify the nature of the code combination by within-code combination

interaction , the numbe r of commission errors in the unidimensiona l display con-

dition s were halved to yield scores which should have been roughly comparable

to the number of commissior~ errors obtained for each code within the bidin ien-

sional code combinations. Then , the unidimensional and bidim ensional data were

combined to generate a 4x4x2 factorial design in which each of the four levels

of target code cou ld be examined over displays in which each of four codes ap-

pea~red as the background for each of the two 
level s of density . An analysis of

that data matrix showed that target code, F(3, 21) = 8.28, Tar get Code x Back-

ground Co de , F(9, 63) = 5.26, density , F(l , 7) = 25.86, and Background Code x
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Density . F(3, 21) = 6.70, were the only s i gnificant factors , all a t p < .0]. The

density factor and the Background Code x t)ensity interaction were due to the fact

subjects wa de more commission errors with the more dense displays, and t o the

fact that background effects were much greater with the more dense displays. The

Target code effect was shown to be due to the hi gher overall frequency of commis-

sion errors for color targets (.44 per trial) than for letters (.32), di gits

(.29), or shapes (.35), the latter three not differing from each other. The Tar-

get Code x Background Code effect was due principally to more commission errors

for letter and digit targets in a background of letters and/or digits than in a

back ground of shape s and/or colors . On the other hand , when shapes were targets ,

comm i ss i on errors were greater for unidimensiona l shape displays (i.e., disp lays

containing only shapes) than for any of the bidimensional displays. There were

no diffe rences among the four types of displays in which color could be consid-

ered a target.

Accur a c~~ofj~~ponses. The number of correct responses on each identifica-

t ion t r ia l  was determined sepa rately for the unidimensional and bidimensional

tasks.  In the unidimensional condition target code , F(3 , 21 ) = 3.78 , was signifi-

cant at the .05 level and density , 1(1 , 7) = 86.17, and Target Code x Density ,

F(3 , 21) = 5.90, were significant at the .0 1 level. The subject reported more

items correctly for the Dinsity 8 displays (6.1) than for the Density 4 displays

(3.5) .  The variation in accuracy due to target code was due entirely to varia-

tions which occurred with Density 8 displays; there was no code effect with Densi-

ty 4 displays. The overall code effect was due to more accurate responses for

digits (5.0) than for the other three codes (4.8) on the average) which did not

differ from one another .

In the bidimensiona l condition there were effects for each of the following

at the .01 level: Ilensity , F(1 , 7) = 117.83, code combi nations, F(5, 35) = 6.93,

and Code Combination x Density , F(5,. 35) = 5.80. The within-code combination
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main effect , F(l , 7) — 11.30 , and the two-way interactions of the within -code

combination effect with density , F(l , 7) = 5.16 , and with code combination ,

1(5 , 35) = 2 . 75 , were all s ignif icant at the .05 level. The density main effect

was due to a higher frequency of correct responses for Density 8 displays (6.4)

than for Density 4 displays (3 .6 ) .  The var iat ion in accuracy due to code combi-

n~ t ions was much greater for the more dense display . Overal l , accuracy was high-

est for the Digit-Color combination (5.28) and then it decreased going from Let-

ter- ’-h~o ~~.l6), to Letter-Color (5.10), to Di git-Shape (5.08), to the Letter-

Di git and the Shape-Color combination s (4.84 each).

To clar ify the within -code combination effects , the mean accurac y obta ine d

for each unidiniensional code was halved and combined wi th the accuracy of each

code condition within the bidimensional displays. An anal ysis of variance was

used on the data in the resulting 4x4x2 orthogonal design . That analysis showed

that ta - i-get code , 1(3 , 2 1) = 4.53 , and background code , 1(3 , 2 1) = 4.4 1 , were

both si gnif icant at the .05 level. Furthermore , the interact ion between target

code and background code , F(9 , 63 ) = 6.92 , was signif icant at the .01 level .

The form of the wi thin -code combination effect is shown by the open bars in

Fi gure 10. Pairwise comparisons showed that there was no effect of background

codes when the subjects were reporting shapes or colors. On the other hand..

letters were reported more accurately against a background of shapes and colors

than when dig its or only other letters were in the background. Digits were more

accurately reported in a field of color dots than when shapes , letters , or only

other digits were in the background. Overall , colors were reported with less

dccuracy than any of the other targets but all achromatic targets were reported

more accurately when colors were the background code. There was no overall dif-

ference in the accuracy of reporting letters , digits , or shapes. Similarly,
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there was no overall fierence in the effects of letter , digit , or shape back-

ground codes.

Order and o ani zation of r es. The series of identification responses

nhd ~- t y each subject in the bidimensional condition s were examined in an attempt

to discover what, if any , differential organizational tendencies there mi ght be

for the target code combinations. Since the subject cou1d report either one of

the two types of targets first , one measure of response organization was the fre-

quency of time s the subject ’ s f i rst response was for a target from one or the

other t~~ qet code condition . Those data were analyzed as a function of the six

levels of target code combinations and two levels of display density . That an-

~l j~is showed that the only significant source of variability was due to target

code combinations , F(5, 35) = 2.59, ~ < .05. It was shown that when given a

free choice , subjects tended to report fi rst the achromatic targets from a bidi-

l iension al disp L -i y which combines letters , digits , or shapes wi th color dots.

T he percen ta ge of tri a l s  on which  letters , dig its , and shapes are reported firs t ,

relative to color dots , was 67.2, 57.0 and 56.2. It was a~so shown tha t le tters

are likel y to be reported first in letter-di git (59.5;) and in letter-shape

(57.6 ) displays , and that shapes are likely to be reported first in dig it-sh ape

displays (62.7;).

Another measure of response organization in the bidimensiona l condition was

the number of responses made in the target code reported first before the sub-

ject shifted his responses to the second target code , i .e., the leng th of the

initial run of responses. These data were weighted by the proportion of times

each target code was reported fi rst. The weighted first run lengths were analyzed

as a funct ion of target code combinations and density. It was shown that code

combinations , F(5 , 35) = 4.15 , density , F(l , 7) = 109.41 . and Code Combination x
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Density , F(5 , 35) 4.03, were the only sign ificant effects , al l at p < .01.

The mean first run length was 1.96 responses when the display density was four

stim uli and this value did not vary over the six bidimensional code combinations.

When the total disp lay density was ei ght stimuli , four  s t in~ li in each of two

target codes , the mean length of the initial run of responses within a target

code category was 3.33 responses , but this value varied over code combinations.

To further clari fy the first run length data , the total number of responses

made in the unidi inens iona l code condition was determi ned for each level of code

and density. Those data were then halved to yield values which should be com-

parable to the initial run length derived in the bidimensional conditions. Corn-

- - bining the data from the unidimensional and bidimensional conditions it was pos-

s ib le to genera te a 4x4x2 fac to ria l des ig n in wh i c h there we re four le ve ls of

targets corresponding to the code reported first in a series of responses , four

levels of background code corresponding to the code not reported first , and two

levels of density . An analysis of variance of those data showed the fol l owing

sig n i f i can t effects:  back groun d code , F(3 , 21) = 6.87, p < .01 , density , F(1 ,

7) 143.31 , p < .01 . tar get Code x Backg round Code , F(9, 63 ) 2.10 , p < .05,

Background Code x Density , F(3, 21) = 5.98, p < .01 and Target Code x Background

Code x Density, 1(9, 63) 2.18, p < .01.

The density effects were due to a longer run length with Density 8 display s

(3.4? responses) than with Density 4 displays (1.96 responses). A ll of the sig-

n ificant effects involving an interaction with the density factor were shown to

he due to the absence of any variat i on in run l ength when density was four and

I to the presence of systematic variations in run length when density was eight.

‘ 
The overall form of the code combination effect is shown by the shaded ba rs in

Fi gure 12. The height of those shaded bars represents the mean first run length
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for each code condition in the bidimensional conditions and the roughly compa ra-

ble data derived from the unidimensional condition . While there was no overall

difference between target (first reported) code conditions there was shown to

be an effect for backqround code conditions when the target code was letters and

digits. In both of the latter cases pairwise comparisons showed that back-

grounds of color dots led to longer initial runs of letters and dig i ts than

backgrounds of digits and letters , respectively. No other pairwise comparisons

were significant for letter and digit target codes. There was no effect for

background code when targets were shapes or colors . It should also be noted

that the mean number of responses in the first run of responses exceeded the

mean n umbe r of correct responses for 12 of the 16 code combination s shown in

Fi gure 12. Hence , commission errors tend to be made even during the first run

of responses.

Re~ponse time . Figure 13 shows the distribution of response times for each

unidimensional code condition and for each code combination within the bidimen-

sional displays. Three different time measures are shown in the figure : the —

mean la tency of t he f i rst res ponse i n a series of id ent i f i cat i on responses , the

mean la tency for all correct responses , and the mean latency for all responses

rega rdless of their accuracy. Response times in the latter two cases were de-

termined by averaging over the time for the first identification response and

all relev ant interresponse times in the subseq uent series of responses. It may

be observed that the time required for making the first response was consider-

a bly lon ger than the mean correct response times or the mean of all response

times . When the time between the onset of the displ ay and the first response

was analyzed , the main effects of density and the main effects of code (or code

combinations) were the only significant effects found for the unidim ensional
- 
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and the bidimensiona l display condit ions: for density , F( l , 7) = 90.39 and

49.42, p < .01 respectively, for uni dimensional codes , F (3, 21) = 4.09, p <

.05. and for bidirnension al codes , F(5, 35) = 4.18, p < .01 . In genera l , f i rst

response time was longer for unidimensional displays than for bidin iensiona l

displays (2096 vs . 1939 rnsec) and , for both display conditions the first re-

sponse t i me was longer for the Density 8 condition than for the Density 4 con-

dition (1800 vs. 2392 msec and 1618 vs 2260 msec , respectively). In the unidi-

mensional display condition the first response to letters was slower than the

first response to shapes or colors but the first response to digits was not

different from any of the othe r code conditions. In the bidimensiona l condition

the fi rst response to the letter-di git comb ination was longer than the first

response to the shape-color combination but no other differences were signifi-

cant.

When the two target display conditions were combined to allow an analysis

of within-code conibination effects, si gnificant effects were found for target

code , F(3, 21) = 6.56 , p < .01 , background code, F(3, 21) = 3.67 , ~ < .05, and

the Target Code x Background Code interaction , F(9 , 63) = 3.61 , p ~ .01. The

form of these effects on fi rst response times is illustrated in Figure 13.

Pai rwi se comparisons showed that background codes had a significant effect only

for letter and digit targets. In both of those target code conditions the la-

tency of the first response was shorter when the background stimuli were shapes

or colors than letters or digits.

Compari sons between mean correct response times and mean overall response

times showed that the latter was only slightly shorter than the former and

tha t the relationship between those measures and code conditions was essentially

i dentical. Hence, onl y the correct reacti on time data will be discussed in
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det i Il .

Ove rall . Inedn corre ( t reaction time was longer for unidimensiona l disp lays

than for b id ini ensiona l display s (726 vs. 653 msec). The only significant effect

on correct reaction time in the unidimensional display condition was the main

effect for target (-ode , F(3, 21) = 4.09, p < .05 . Target code combinations

were significant in the bidin iensional display condition , F(5, 35) = 5.70, ~

.01. When data from the two type s of display conditions were combined to pro-

d u e  a fj( tori a l desi gn for target code , back groun d code , and density , the onl y

significdnt effects were due to the main effects of target code , F(3, 21) =

10.96 , and to the Ta r j e t  Code x Background Code interaction , F(9 , 63) = 3.26,

bot h at the .01 level . The trends for the target code or code combination s ~~re

consiste nt over all three sets of data. React i on times in the unidimensional

displays were longer for letters than for shapes and colors ; reaction times in

the digit condit ion did not differ from reaction times in any of the other un i-

dimensional code condit ions. Across bidimensional displays the letter-digit

combination led to longer latencies than any of the other five code combina-

tions which did not differ from one another. The target code by background

code interact i on may be seen in Figure 13; subjects reported letter and digit

targets faster when the display contained shapes or colors than only letters or

digits. These background effects were reversed when the targets were colors .

There was no effect of background code when targets were shapes.

Ra te of correct responding . In an attempt to combine the accuracy and re-

sponse time measures , each subject ’s mean frequency of correct responding was

divided by his mean correct response t ime. This calculation was made for both

disp lay conditions as a function of target codes and density . The accuracy

scores from the unidimensiona l display condition were halved before the
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calculation was ma de to facilitate a more complete analysis of the data . An

analys is of variance of the rate of correct respondim~ data as a function of

target code , hackground code , and density showed that the only significant ef-

fects were the main effects of target code , F(3, 21) = 3.47, p .05, and densi-

ty, 1(1 , 7) 39.15 , p < .01 , and the interaction of target code and background

code , 1(9 , 63) = 5.45 , p .01 .

The density effect was shown to be due to an overall hi gher rate of correct

responding wi th Density 8 displays than with Density 4 displays (5.11 vs.  2.76

respon~~ per second). The nature of the overall target code effect and the

lu- jet Code x Back ground Code effect ay be seen in Figure 14. Pairwise com-

parisons showed that response rate was l ower for letter targets (3.59 responses

per second) than for the other three target code conditions which did not differ

f”o ’ one another (mean of the latter was 4.05 responses per second). There

were no differences among the unidimensional display conditions and unidimen-

siona l disp lays alway s had a l ower rate of correct responding th - n compa rable

b idimension al display conditions. It may also be seen in Figure 14 that the

effects of backgroun d codes were very pronounced and very systematic for letter

and dig it targets. Hence , the rate of correct res pond i ng is much high er when

letter or digit targets are seen in a field containing shapes or color targets

than when the field contains either letters or digits. There is some suggestion

tha t correct repor ts of co l or t a r gets are faster  i n fields of letters an d di g i t s

than in fields of col ors or shapes but the effects of background codes on the

correct shape report rate were not large .

Practi ce effects. The data obtained on the first and second occurrences

of unidi m ens ional displays were exami ned to see if there were any practice

effects. Since a di fferent subset of four subjects was used for the second
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occurrence of each unidimensional target code the effects of practice could be

examined only within target code conditions. A comparison was made between

performance on the first and second occurrence of each target code for each of

several different dependent measures : number and time of trial termination ,

numbe r of correct and commission responses , mean first response time and the

mean rate of correct and total responses. The overall trends in these data

were mixed or simply nonexistent. Consequently, the best concl usion mi ght be

that i dentification performance does not improve over the two short , 1 00-trial

blocks , that were used in this study .

Relative Effectiveness of Colors in Identification Tasks

In order to evaluate the relative effectiveness of color as a target code

in an identification task each subject 1 s mean level of performance with color

was subt racted from his mean level of performance with each achromatic coding

condition and that difference was divided by performance with the achromatic

code. As was the case in the choice reaction task and the search/locate task ,

severa l types of comparisons were possible: the relative effectiveness of color

in unidimensiona l displays , the relative effectiveness of color as a target in

a background of achromatic stimuli relative to those same achromatic stimuli as

targets in a background of colors , color targets relative to achromatic targets

with a constant background , and color codes relative to achromatic codes as

background stimuli for constant target conditions. Furthermore , as for the

previous tasks , a comparison was made of performance with each target code in a

bidimensiona l display relative to that same code in a unidir nensional display .

These five types of compari sons were made separately for each of three dependent

measures: mean number of correct responses per trial , mean correct response
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la tencies , an d mean rates of correct responding. The results of these compari-

Sons are suiiina rized in Tables 9, 10 , and 11 .

Ta b le 9 s hows the rela ti ve e ffect i veness of color as a co di ng v aria b le in

unidimensional identification displays . It may be seen that , in genera l, color

was relatively ineffective wi th respect to accuracy (-4.4% overall) but rela-

t ively effective with respect to correct response time (4•7: overall). The net

effect was that the rate of correct responding with color targets was equally

good as with achromatic targets (0.2% on the average). Density was shown to

be a significant factor only for the relative number correct and for the rela-

tive rate of correct responding measures , F(1 , 7) = 11.95 and 6.64, respectively,

p < .05 in both cases. The main effect of code and the Code x Density interac-

tion was significant for all three measures : for relative number correct

F(2. 14) = 16.47 and 7.04 respectively, p < .01 in both cases , for relative cor-

rect response time F(2, 14) = 5.22 and 4.50 respectively, p < .05 in both cases;

for the relative rate of correct responding F(2, 14) = 6.36, p < .05 , and 6.92 ,

p < .01 , respectively.

Pa irwise comparisons were made among the six scores in each set of depend-

ent measures. For the relative number of correct responses color was most in-

effective as a un idimensiona l code when there were only four items in the dis-

play and then color was most ineffecti ve relative to digits , next most ineffec-

tive relative to letters , and least ineffective relat ive to shapes. The rela-

tive ineffectiveness of color decreased when the display density was increased

to eight items and in tha t more dense display condition color was equally ef-

fective (or ineffective ) relative to all three achromatic comparison conditions.

The correct response time measure showed that there was an advantage for

c olor coding relative to letters but no advantage (or di sadvantage ) for color
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coding relative to sh ipe~ . The relati ve scores for letters and shapes were

different at each leve l of density . The effects of color relative to digits

varied as a function of disp lay density. At Density 4 there was no difference

in performance relative to di gits and shapes but at Density 8 there was no dif-

ference in performance relative to digits and letters .

The relative rate of correct responding increased as a function of density

for only the comparison s with letters and digits. At Density 4 the rate of re-

sponding to colors relative to digits was less than that found relative to let-

ters or shapes. At Density 8 the rate of responding to colors relative to let-

ters was greater than that found relati ve to digits or shapes.

Table 10 shows the relative effectiveness of color as a coding variable in

bidimensional displays. Part I shows the percent difference scores obtained

when color was considered a target relative to when each of the three types of

achromatic stimuli were targets , all comparisons made within a constant bidimen-

sio nal display condition . It may be seen that , in general , color was i neffec-

t i v e relative to each of the achromatic codes with respect to the numbe r of

correct responses (-l2.3~ overall), but that color was relative l y more effective

with respect to the correct response time and the rate of correct responding

measures (4-8.5% and +4.6 , respectively). The data obtained for each dependent

m~asure were used in three separate analyses of variance which showed chat none

of the independent variables were significant sources of variation for any of

the measures used. Hence , the relative effectiveness of within bidimensional

display conditions was constant regardless of density or comparison achromatic

stimuli.

Part II of Table 10 shows the effectiveness of color ar a target relative

L 
to each of the achromatic stimuli when the background code was held constant.
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Overall , color was relatively ineffective as a target if the n umber of correct

• responses is considered (-7.1% overall) but relati~ely effective as a target if

correct respt rlse time or the rate of correct responding is of concern (+10.4%

and +12 .3 overall , respectively). Sepa rate analyses of varianc e for the data

j in each set of measurements showed that in each case the onl y si gni ficant ef-

fect was for the target code-background code combination: for the relative

• numbe r correct data F(5, 35) = 1.53, ~ < .01 ; for the relative correct response

time dat F(5 , 35) = 5.73, p < .05; for the rate of correct responding data

F(5, 35) = 5.73, p < .01.

Pairwi se comparisons among the six target cod~.-background code combinations

for the number correct data shc1wed that the relative ineffectiveness of color

was ¶~reatest relative to letters with a constant shape background and was least

relative to letters with a constant digit back g round. The effectiveness of
I

color targets relat i ve to letter targets with shapes in the background differed

frotri all other difference scores except for the effectiveness of color targets

rr~lative to digit targets with shapes in the background. The latter did not

diffe r from any other diffe rence score except the color and letter compari son

in a background of digits. The effectiveness of color relative to shapes or

dig its with letter backgrounds and relative to shapes or letters with digit

backgrounds did not differ from one another.

Pa irwise coml ’ari sons among the six target code-background code combinations

for the correct response time data showed that the percent difference scores for

colo rs and letters with a constant digit background were different from all

other percent difference scores and that there were no other pairwise differen-

ces among the scores. Comparisons among the target-background conditions for

the rate of correct responding data showed that there were no differences in

4 1 99



the effect of color relative to digits or letters in a shape background, shapes

or digits in a letter background , or shapes in a dig it background. Similarly,

there were no differences in the effects of color relat i ve to letters or shapes

in a digit background or to di gits in a letter background.

The relativ e effects of color as a background code on the identification

of achromatic targets are shown in Part III of Table 10. It may be seen that ,

in general , subjects correctly identify more achromatic targets when color is

in the display than when any other achromatic stimulus code is in the display

(+9.5 ). The relative effects of color in a display on the time needed to

identify achromatic targets correctly was quite mi xed and overall was very

small (-l.7fl~), but the relative effects of color in the background on the rate

of correct i dentification of ach romatic targets was more consistent and posi-

tive (+l5.l~ overall). Separate analyses of each set of dependent measures

showed that there were no significant sources of variation attributable to the

independent va riables for either temporal measure and that only the target-

background comparisons were significant for the number of correct responses

data , F(5, 35) = 3.62, p < .01 . Pairwise compari sons of the number of correct

response data showed that the percent difference scores associated with digits

in a color background relative to dig its in a letter or shape background were

greater than any other percent difference scores. These two conditions involv-

ing digits as targets did not differ from one another nor did any of the remain-

ing conditions differ from one another.

Table 11 summarizes the percent difference scores obtained when performance

with each target code in a bidiinensional display is considered relative to that S
same target code in a unidimensiona l display . These data are given separately •

for three di fferent measures of performance. Positive scores indicate an
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1

advantage , negative scores a di sadvantage for the bidim ensional displays rela-

tive to the unidimensional display.

It may be seen that in genera l bidim ensional displays were slightly su-

per iol - to unidi m ensional display in terms of the relative number of targets

correctl y i dentified (+3.2’), the relative correct response times (+9.2~), an d

the relative rate of correct responding (+18.0%). It may also be seen that the

relative advantage of bidime nsional displays may vary considerably as a function

of density and target code-background code combinations. Analyses of variance

showed that the code combination main effect and the Code Combination x Density

interaction was significant for only the number correct data F(ll , 77) = 7.22

and 7.21 , respectively, and for the rate of correct respon ding data , F(ll , 77) =

3.30 and 2.60, respectively, p < .01 in all cases. Density was significant for

the correct response time data , F(l , 7) = 5,70, p < .05. No other effects were

signi ficant.

Pa i rwi se comparisons among the scores shown for the number correct data

showed that none of the effects shown for letter targets and none of the effects

shown for color targets were significant. There were no effects of density for

any compari son involving digit targets and no effect for different comparisons

involving digits when display density was four. However, at Density 8 the rela-

tive gain associated with the bidimensional digit/color display was di fferent

from both the dig it/letter and the digit/shape displays, the latter two did not

differ. When shape targets were considered there was an effect for density only

when color background stimuli were used in the bidimensional display . There

we re no effects for different background codes for the Density 4 shape-target

displays but the shape-color combination was significantl y different from the

shape-letter and shape-digit displays when the display density was eight items .
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A separate ana lysis of variance of the relative number correct data when

target code wdS used is a factor showed tha t there was a Target Code x Back-

qround Code interaction . F(6. 42’) = 14.18. p < .01 , and a Tar get Code x Dens i ty

interaction , F(3 , 21) = 5 94, P < .01. While the different background codes

are not ort hogonal with the target code factor , the interaction of these two

factors may be interpreted as showing that color background aids in the i denti-

fication of letters and digits and that color background interferes with the

identification of shapes. The Target Code x Dens ity interaction refl ects the

fact that the relative effectiveness of bidimensional displays decreases with

increases in density when targets are shapes or colors .

Overall , the only significant effect on relative correct response time was

the density effect. It may be seen that relative gain associated wi th biclimen-

s io na l di sp lays decrease d when density increased . When the data were reanalyzed

us ing the four levels of target code as a separate factor target code was shown

to be a significant main effect , F(3, 21) = 3.41 , p < .05. It may be seen in

Table 10 that a larger relative gain is associated with bidimensional displays

whcn the targets are digits and colors than when the targets are letters or

shapes.

Pa irwise compdri sons among the scores shown for the rate of correct re-

sponding data showed tha t there were no significant effects for letter-target

conditions or color-target conditions. There were also no effects when density

was four for the digit or shape target conditions. When density was eight , the

digit-color combined display was di fferent from the digit-letter display but

neither of those displays were different from the digit-shape disp lay . When

density was eight for the shape targets , the shape-color display was different
/

from the shape-letter and shape-digit displays.
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A separate analysis of variance of the rate of correct responding data

when the four levels of target code were used as a factor showed that there was

a Target Code x Background Code i nteraction , F(6, 42) 3.03, ~ < .05. The

data gi ven for this measure in Table 11 show that this interaction is due to

the small an d negli gibl e gain assoc iated w i th letter or di git target displays

when digits or letters are added to the backgrounds while these same back ground

stimuli produce relatively large gains when the targets are shapes or colors .

Sumary of Color Effects in Identificat ion Tasks

In summary, when a subject is required to ident i fy multiple targets from a

briefly exposed display , color is less effective as a target code relative to

le tters , dig its , or shapes if the primary objective is to maximize the number

of items correctly reported and minimize the number of items incorrectly re-

por ted. However , if the latency of correct responses or the overall rate of

correct responding is of primary importnace , color coding will lead to superior

per formance relative to letters , d igits , or shapes . The effects i n e it her case

are never very large. The greatest relative loss associated with color for the

number of correct response data was only 17 percent , and the greatest relative

gain in the rate of responding associated with color was about 50 percent.

These larger relative scores were obtained with bidimensiona l displ ays; the

effects were much smaller wi th unidimensional displays.

In genera 1~ the larger relative losses (or the smaller relative gains ) wi th

color targets in bidimensional displays were obtained when color was combined

in some manner or other wi th famil iar geometric shape codes. The larger rela-

tive gains (or the smaller relative losses) associated with color targets were

obtained when color was combined with alphanumeric codes. These general results
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len d further support to the results obtained wi th the choice reaction task and

with the search and locate task. Specifi ca l ly, the overall results suggest

that the colors and shapes are processed in a similar manner and that both are

processed differently than alp ’ianumerics. The facts that speed of responding

to color s ti mu l i an d the rate of recalling color sti muli are so muc h fas ter

than the speed of reporting shapes , letters , and di gits while , at the same time ,

the accuracy of reports of color is less than that obtained for the other spa-

tial target codes , also sugges t that colo rs are p rocesse d earl ier and more

peripherally in the centra l nervous system (or, if preferred , the centra l pro-

cessing system.)

I

I
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
CONCERNING THE EFFECTIVENES S OF COLOR CODING

IN RELATIVELY SIMPL E TASKS

There is a rather large degree of consistency in the results obtained over

the ten sing le tasks studies just repot ted. Three conclusion s seem to be most

salient. First , wh ile color coding is often associated with statistically si g-

nificant improvements in performance , colors are not necessarily better target

co des th an achromatic st i mul i , eitner for the purpose of identification or for

location. Color coding seems to be least advantageous when the display con-

tains only one target or when multiple targets are all in the same coding di-

mens ion. Related to this conclusion is the fact that colors are often better

background codes than they are target codes.

Second , colors in a display are most likely to aid performance if the sub-

ject must deal wi th more complex , multiple stimulus formats and when there is a

need to distinguish one class of stimul i (e.g., targets) from another class of

stimuli (e.g., noise). The need to organize or reorganize inputs from the di s-

play may be the issue which decides whether or not color leads to a gain in

performance relative to other achromatic conditions. There is ample support in

the experimental literature for the subject ’s “automatic ” tendency to impose

“subjective ” organization onto a set of relatively homogeneous inputs and for

the subject to util ize more objective differences in a heterogeneous input for

the same end. There ~s also ‘ ubstant ial evidence in the literature that per-

formance improves as a result of this organization.

Third , if color is advantageous for the reasons just given , it is not at

all clea r from the single task studies reported that color is the only coding

var iable or that it is the best coding variable available for those purposes.
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Indeed , the present studies clearly show that familiar geometric shapes are

nearly as effective as colors for most of the tasks considered. There is also

an obvious need to examine the effectiveness of color coding relative to other

nonspatial coding variables.

Finally, while the present series of studies have considered the effec-

tiveness of color in bidimensional displays which contain two distinct classes

of stimul i , there remains the need to systematically study the effects of

color in displays containing multidimensional stimul us codes.

}
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